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ABSTRACT
Society has become increasingly vulnerable to technological risks of the nature assessed in
this practicum. Such events have historically been considered unlikely and risk benefìt
analysis has Uaditionally been applied to more conìmon natural hazards. Resea¡chers a¡e

now recognizing that low probability technological hazards can have high consequences,

particulârly in concert with natural hazards and human erro¡ or intent, with potentially
significant loss of life and property and potential for social disruption.

This practicum consists of an assessment of a low risk/high consequence hazard using the
scenario of an extended power failure coupled with blizzard conditions in the City

of

Winnipeg. It then considers this emergency situation in relation to emergency preparedness
theory and research and considers why the framework proposed may be more appropriate
than the existing emergency preparedness model. It concludes by proposing one way
assessing and comparing the effectiveness of the existing model with the integrated

emergency preparedness approach being recommended.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
A unique form of energy, electric power is generated, transmined and consumed almost
instantaneously. Unlike oil, coal or gas, it cannot be transported by truck, rail or pipeline.
Instead of being used direcdy as are other energy sources, electricity is generally converted

into another form of energy--mechanical, heat, or light energy for example. Electriciry has
been described as being more appropriately considered a "phenomenon", rather than a

commodity, with "the aggregate electric power system, in its operation, resembling

a

living

organism with its nervous system transmitting instantaneous impulses from one part ofthe
body to another" (White and Vassell).

The "phenomenon" of elecEomagnetic induction was discovered by Michael Faraday in

1831. This is the condition under which

a

was the key to the development of electric

permanent magnet can generate electricity and

motors. Fifty years later economically feasible

means for generating power in large quantities became a reality

with the development of

high voltage electrical current. The technology was too powerful and dangerous for use in
homes and other small buildings and so was used fo¡ street lighting and for large public

buildings and factories (Carlson and Millard).

In 1879 Thomas Edison invented

the incandescent

lamp. Edison dreamt of the day when

there would a universal lighting system. Toward that end he fought hard to gain public
acceptance for this technology by emphasizing its safety and

reliability. Accidents

involving electricity had received considerable press and in an effort to allay public
concerns while promoting the potential for this light sorrce, the Edison companies

emphasized the safety and convenience of incandescent lights in their publications.
"a lamp that [could not] leak and

fill

It was

the house with vile odors or combustible vapors, that

[could not] explode and that [did not] need to be filled or trimmed" (Carlson and Millard).

Edison later developed and built a complete lighting system. Placed in service in 1882 on
Pea¡l Street in New York City, it was the first cenEal electric lighting system in the world
and provided

elecricity for incandescent lights within a one-half mile radius. Edison's

three priorities were simplicity, safety and economy. lJsng direct current 1 (DC) he

minimized complexities of the diseibution system. By keep ngvoltagesz beween 100120 volts, installing safety features such as fuses, and using underground distribution

wires he secured safety. In the interests

of

economy Edison sited his stations in densely

populated urban centres and deveþed the tkee-wire disribution system which reduced
the size of costly copper mains required (Carlson and

Millard). The high priority given to

system safety3 by Thomas Edison is fundamentally unchanged today.

Today's electric po\per systems are comprised of extremely sophisticated technologies

requiring specialized knowledge and raining for their successful operation. Consisting of
generating stations and transmission and distribution systems spanning the continent, the

I

Direct Current - Electrical cu¡rent that flows continuously in the same direction (as
opposed to alternating current). An example of this is a car battery. Direct cunent can be
hansmitted over a wire much more efficiently than can altemating current.

2 Voltage - ''The electrical force

or potential that causes a current to flow in a circuit (ust
water to flow in a pipe). Voltage is measured in volts (V) or kilovolts
(kV) 1kV=1000 V"(Canada. Electric Power).
as pressure causes

3

System Safety - "Safety is freedom ftom conditions that can cause injury, illness, or
death to personnel or damage to or loss of equipment or property, or environmental harm.
System safety is an optimum degree of safety, established within the constraints of
operational effectiveness, time and cost, and other applicable interfaces to safety, that is
achievable throughout all phases of the system life cycle" (Malasþ).

entire interconnected network must provide elecricity at the frequency and voltages
necessary to operate consuming equipment, while meeting the system's precise engheering

specifications. Balance must be maintained continuously between generation and load to
ensure that generators are kept in synchronous operation, despite constantly varying
demands of thousands of customers being served by the system at any given instant.

Every disturbance to the system instântly affects the entire intercon¡ected network. The
standæds of r¿li ability 4, availabilirys, and continuity of service demanded exceed those

almost any other industry providing sewice to customers (U.S. Eþctdc Powgl White

of

&

Vassal).

Edison's vision of the universal application oflighring in every home and business has
been achieved. Large modern cities are only possible with

exception. With

a

electricity. Winnipeg is no

population of approximately 600,000 people, it is a diversified

industrial, manufacturing and service economy dependent on hydro-electricity for 25Vo of
its energy requirements. Manitoban's are among the biggest consumers of electricity in the

world with per capita consumption of some 14,000 kW. h per year compa¡ed to a US
average of 9,000 kW.h per capita per year (Manitoba Hydro information: Manitoba's

Powe¡ Sources).

As individuals we depend on fumaces with electric ignition and electrically powered

circulating fans to fo¡ce hot air th¡ough our homes. Our water and sewer systems depend

4 Reüability -

The probability that the system will perform as intended for a specified
period of time under specified conditions (Malasþ).

5 Availability - "The probability

that a given system is in an operable state and can be
commined at a given instant of time" (Malasþ).

on electricity to operate. Electricity altemately preserves our food and cooks
on electricity to pump gasoline for our cars and to control traffrc

it.

\Ve depend

flows. Electricity

enables

us to process our banking exchanges, to power our communication networks and to drive

our

reøil

from

a

and major food chains. "Take away the electrical power and communications

community, and in a matter of hours you have an emergency with possible loss of

life. As our technological

age becomes more complex, we become less self-sufficient and

more dependent upon planning for our daily welfare" (Canada. Emergenc)¡ oreparedness

for municinal off,rcials).

Beginning with the Edison Electric Light Co. (EELC) in 1882, the provision of electric
power has tended toward natural monopolies for reasons of technical complexity, high
capital invesünent and the economic incentives of efficiency and economy. Today, as in
the beginning, "the primary objective

ofpublic policy...is to provide

an adequate and

reliable source of electric power to all consumers at reasonable cost" (Porter and
Maliszewski).

In Manitoba the public utility charged with responsibility for the generation, transmission
and distribution of the province's electric power needs is Manitoba
1949 as a Crown Corporation,

Hydro. Established in

it is managed by the ten-member Manitoba Hydro-Elecric

Board which is appointed by the Provincial Cabinet. As a crown corporation it reporls to
and is regulated by the Public Utilities Board. Its Chairman reports directly to the Minister

of Energy and Mines, the Minister responsible for the Manitoba Hydro Act, and he in tum
repofts to the lægislative Assembly on behalf of the utility.

The mission statement for Manitoba Hydro is drawn directly from the Manitoba Hydro Act

(1987) and reads as follows:
The intent, purpose, and object of this Act is to provide fo¡ the
continuance of a supply of power adequate for the needs of the

province, and to promote economy and efficiency in the generation,
distribution, supply and use of power" (Manitoba Hydro: Perspective

2000.

Winnipeg Hydro is

a

municipally owned utility which operates its own integrated

generation, transmission and distribution system. It produ ces about 45Vo of its energy
requirements and purchases the rest from Manitoba Hydro. For system planning and
operating purposes Winnipeg Hydro and Manitoba Hydro generating and transmission
systems are considered as a single integrated system. Both systems

will

be dealt with as

one for purposes of this practicum.

Tabie

1

below provides information conceming Manitoba Hydro's operating statistics for

the year ending March 31, 1990 and Table 2 provides information on Manitoba's electrical

power sources and generating stations.

TABLE

1

MANITOBA HYDRO OPERATING STATISTICS6
FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 1990
18.7 B kw.h
ic Enersv Generafed
.4 B kw.h
eneratins Ca
Peak Hydraulic Capacity at Mârch 31
Limestone Full Ca
17.3 B k\ry.h
Sold to Manitoba H
1.5 B kw.h
rted
3.1 B kw.h

Total Number of Customers
Total Number of Residential Customers
Total Service Area

for the Year Ended March 31.1990,

6Jou1e - "The intemational unit of energy. The energy produced by a power of one watt
flowing for one second" (Canada. Electric Power).

Watt - "The scientific unit of electric power; a rate of doing wo¡k at the rate of one joule per
second. A typical light bulb is rated 25, 40, 60 or 100 watts. Meaning that it consumes
that amount of power when illumi¡ated. A horse power is 746 watts" (Canada. Electric
Power).

Kilowatt (kW) - "The commercial unit of electric power; 1000 watts. A kilowatt can best
be visualized as the total amount ofpower needed to light ten 100-watt light bulbs"
(Canada. Electric Power).
Kilowatt hour (kw.h) - "The commercial unit of electric energy; 1000 watt hours. a
kilowatt hour can best be visualized as the âmount of electricity consumed by ten-100 watt
light bulbs buming for an hour" (Canada. Electric Power).
Megawatt (MW) - "A unit of bulk power; 1000 kilowatts" (Canada. Electric Power).
Megawatt hour (l\{W.h) - "A unit of bulk energy; 1000 kilowatt hours" (Canada. Electric
Power).

TABLE

2

MANITOBA'S ELECTRICÀL POWER SOURCES
AND GENERATING STÀTIONST

CAPABILITY IN
KILOWATTS

1.

Nelson River

Kettle Rapids
Long Spruce

65.8Vo

Kelsey
Jenpeg

Winnipeg River

3.

4,

Thermal & Imports
Saskatchewan River

L9.9

Great Falls
McArthur
Seven Sisters
Pine Falls
Slave Falls
Point du Bois

Vo

randon

9.AVo

B

4,6Vo

Selkirk
Imports (Grand

1,272,000
980,000
224,000
126,000

kw
kw
kw
kw

kw
56,000 kw
150,000 kw
82,000 kw
68,000 kw
72,000 kw
132,000

kw
132,000 kw
472,000 kw
237,000

Ra pi ds)

5.

Laurie River

.3Vo

TOTAL

100.0
¡na}r ?f

Facts.

7 Preliminary

lOOlì ltrla

Vo

Laurie River
TOTAL

10,000

kw

4.013.000

kw

fI rr¡l r.n

Hvd ro. What is Manitohâ Hvdro?

construction commenced on a 1,330,000 kW hydro-electric generating
station at Upper Limestone Rapids on the Nelson River ín 1976. Major construction sta¡ted
in September, 1985. All units are scheduled to be in service in 1992 (Manitoba Hydro.
Perspective 2000).

1.2 Problem Statement
As technological complexities increase, so do the possibilities of system failureS. Such
failu¡es or "accidents" may be inevitable or even "normal" if the system components are

highly interactiv e

nd

tightly coupteê (Penow). These events can be common cause

failu¡es 10 or multiple source failures. They occur in one or more of the four key system

components. These are: design; equipmenlconstruction; procedures/operators; and
environment.

Over the last decade the study of chaos has led to the recognition that much less is known
about systems than has been historically assumed.
...the potential range of behavior of complex systems had to be guessed
from a small set of data. [Traditionally when] a system worked
normally, staying within a narrow range of parameters, engineers made
their observations and hoped that they could extrapolate mo¡e o¡ less
linearly to less usual behavior. But scientists studying fractal basin
boundaries I showed that the border between calm and catasuophe

I

8 Technolog¡cal

hazards have quite different cha¡acteristics from natural hazards. Often
technological failures occur quickly and without warning, thereby placing much heavier
burdens on emergency planners than does a disaster which is anticipated, and hence the
potential for "larger secondary consequences" is a-lso much greater (Kasperson & Pijawka).

9 Tightly coupled - Tightly connected,

dep€ndent events in which one triggers the other.
They have time-dependent processes, i.e., B must follow A. Tightly coupled systems
characteristically have little slack, and buffers, redundancies and substitutions must be
designed into the system in advance (Perrow).

10 Common Cause Failu¡e (CCF) - "Failure of multiple system components such that
system failure results owing to one condition or cause. The single condition is referred to
as a coûrmon cause event"

(Malasky). Large power grids for distributing electricity are

considered vulnerable to CCF.

11 Fractal Basin Boundaries - "This branch of dynamics [concems] itself not with
describing the final, stable behavior of a system but with the way a system chooses
between competing options. A system like lEdward] Lorenz's now-classic model has just
one attractor in it, one behavior that prevails when the system settles down, and it is a
chaotic attractor. Other systems may end up with nonchaotic steady-state behavior but with
more than one possible steady state. The study of fractal basin boundaries was the study of

could be far more complex than anyone had dreamed. 'The whole
electrical power grid of the East Coast is an oscillatory system, most of
the time siable, and you'd like to know what happens when you perturb
it,' lJames] Yorkel2 said. 'You need to k¡ow what the boundary is.
The fact is, they have no idea what the boundary looks like' (Glieck).

These unknowns are compounded by natural forces such as snowstorms, tomadoes and

lighming suikes,

as

well

as

accidental and deliberate human interference (Young;

Kueneman and Huebert; U.S. Congress: Ph)'sical Vulnerability).

The future of åu Ik power systeml3 ¡eliability and

th e

nalwe of hazardsl4 associated with

large complex systems is drawing a growing level of interest in North America. While the
possible consequences of such an event are far reaching and include deaths, injuries,
physical damage, and economic and social disruption, to date no research on the

implications of disruption in the delivery of electric power has been conducted in Manitoba
(Zeggil; Rasmussen; Bennett; Huebert). Such an enquiry is of particular relevance to
Winnipeg because of the City's heavy dependence on electric power, and the severe
climatic conditions which prevail during many months of the year. Should such an event
occur, responsibility for restoring power would rest with Manitoba Hydro, with

responsibility for emergency preparedness in dealing with its impacts falling under the
doctrine of individual responsibiTty

fÍst to the individual,

and then to the

municipality.

If

systems that could reach one of several nonchaotic final states raising the question of how
ro predicr whích" (Glieck).

l2Yorke is a mathematician who headed the Institute for Physical Science and Technology
at the University of Maryland and is c¡edited with giving the science of chaos its name.
13 Bulk Power System - This includes generation and transmission but not distribution.

L4 Hazard - "An existing or potential condition whose occurrence ca¡ result in a mishap"
A mishap is an "unplanned event or series of events that result in injury, illness or death to
the personnel, damaged [sic] to or loss of equipment or property, or environmental harm"

(Malasky).

the municipality cannot cope, responsibility flows to the Province. Jurisdictional issues

dictate that on provi¡cial-federal matters this escalation effect does not apply. Those
matters constitutionally allocated to the province remain provincial. Even in a disaster

situation.

Formal emergency preparedness planning began in Canada as civil defence planning in the
1920's in response to the threat of nuclear

war. Quite naturally it was the responsibility of

the military establishment to prepare for civil defence in such an eventuality. Contemporary
emergency prep¿ìredness could be argued to have originated with the establishment of

Civil

Defence Canada in the 1940's (Huebert). Civil Defence Canada circa 1948 was a civilian

entity stâffed by former military officers. In recent years the threat of nuclear attack has
significantly diminished and emergency planning has shifted to a consideration of natural,
human-caused and technological hazards. The change in focus has ¡esulted in the need

for

an authority structure more appropriate to the types of emergency situations now being

considered. Command and contol models are giving way to a philosophy of leadership
and coordination.

Disaster research conducted ove¡ the past thirty-frve years has taught us a great deal about

human behavior in hazardous environments. Much of what has been leamed contradicts
earlier assumptions. Typical behavior immediately following a disaster was initially
recognized as social disintegration necessitating the intervention of a strong authority

figure. It is now understood to be the inevirable ref,rguration which precedes the social
resEucturing necessary to accommodate a given emergency situation. It is now recognized
and accepted that the resources of govemments and other organizations

will generally

be

inadequate to meet the demands of an emergency situation and that instead of attempting to

10

assume

full conEol

of

a more appropriate ¡ole is fostering and supporting the development

the newly emergent social groups. The effectiveness of the total response effort is in fact
dependent on such coordination.

1.3 Research Objectives
The purpose of this research proposal is to conduct a preliminary assessment of the impacts

of a loss of electric power to the City of Winnipeg, and, based on these findings to propose
an emergency preparedness planning framewo¡k for such a contingency.

Specific objectives are:

1.

to describe in general the elements of electric power systems in Manitoba as
they pertain to the City of Winnipeg and to consider to conside¡ the nature

of

possible disruptions to the elements of electric power systems in relation to

reliability and haza¡ds;

2.

to consider the actual impacts of a disruption of hydro-electric power on a

"typical" family living in the City of Winnipeg by considering systems of
immediate relevance to that family; these include communications,
transportation, water supply, sewage disposal, and heating systems;

5.

to describe the critical elements of emergency preparedness planning in the

context of an integrated emergency management philosophy and to propose
an emergency preparedness planning framework; and

4.

using the scenario developed to demonstrate the relevance of and the need
an integrated emergency preparedness approach in Manitoba.

11

for

1.4 Methods
The methods employed in this study will include:
1

.

A comprehensive review of existing literature and information conceming the
elements of an electric power system, including the generation, transmission,

distribution and management of electricity, the nature of technological

reliability, hazards and other sources of electric power losses,

as

well

as

legislation and policies and procedures conceming related emergency
preparedness plans. The lite¡ature review

will

encompass integtated

emergency mímagement theory as well as individual, community a:rd

organizational responses to emergency situations. These sources wi-li form
the basis for the development of an emergency preparedness framework.

2.

Pe¡sonal and telephone interviews with government, hydro, and other experts

knowledgeable about hazards, electric delivery systems, the mechanical
operations of electric-dependent systems, and emergency preparedness.

3.

The development of a possible scenario of the actual impacts of, and human
responses to, a disruption of electric power in Winnipeg, based on the

knowledge that substantial physical and human resources typically remain
and/or emerge in the face of a disasterl5

o¡

emergency situation.

15 The term disaster has acquired many different meanings. This practicum will use a
sociological definition unless otherwise specified. "Sociologically, a disaster is an event
located in time and space in which a community undergoes severe danger and incu¡s losses
so that the social structue is disrupted and the fuifillment of all o¡ some of its essential
functions is prevented" (Dynes).

12

4.

To consider whether existing emergency preparedness meastues are adequate
to address the potential impacts of a failure of hydro-elecric power in
'Winnipeg.

1.5 Limif ations
This study will not be an exhaustive analysis of all potential impacts, and will be limited in
scope in three important aspects. These are:

1.

It

assumes the perspective of a

fairly typical, largely self-sufficient, family

unit and so does not address in detail emergency health care services for
example, or the role of firemen, police or volunteer organizations in the

emergency scenario.

2.

It lays out the structure of the problem, following which it will become
important to assess the capacities of existing human, physical and financial
resources to respond.

3.

It deals with the emergency preparedness function of emergency management
a¡d does not elaborate on the mitigation, response or recovery functions.

13

1.6 Practicum Format
The practicum research document consists of six chapters. Chapter I describes the
practicum proposal with general information about the study, and the methods used to
conduct the research. Chapter 2 describes large electric power systems generally with
specific reference to Manitoba. Chapter 3 reviews literature relevant to the nature of system
safety and possible disruptions. It describes a case study of an actual power disruption and
reviews the potential for assessing impacts of power losses on a community. Chapter 4
develops a power-loss scenario for purposes of analyzing the potential impacts of a power
disruption on a typical Winnipeg family and taces some likely impacts, drawing on past
actual experiences in similar situations. Chapter 5 reviews the literature on integrated
emergency preparedness from the perspective of an integtated emergency management
approach and proposes arì emergency preparedness planning framework. Chapter 6

provides conclusions and recommendations.

Chapter

2

LARGE ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

2.1 Preamble
This chapter describes large electric power systems with specific reference to the Manitoba

Hydro power system.

2.2 Large Electric Power Systems: An Overview
Electric power systems consist of generating units which produce power; Eansrnission
systems which transport power from the generating units to the areas of consumption;

distribution systems which deliver power to the customers; and sub-stations which

li¡k

these systems together. Staff at centralized energy control centres control the flow

of

electricity throughout the system by applying technological expertise and using monitoring
and communications equipment (U. S. Congress: Electric

Power). Planning for and

effecting modifications of the system for purposes of analysis and improvement are also
performed at these centres.

The politics and economy of energy have become global issues. While Manitoba Hydro

plays a small role relatively speaking, its planners foresee significant implications for the
operation resulting ftom the concept of sustainable development and the notion that
economic growth must not be achieved at the price of envi¡onmental degradation.

Incally, Manitoba Hydro is affected by the provincial economy

and develops its

predictions for demand on anticipated levels of economic activity and demographic
changes. Its obligation to serve the people of Manitoba involves responsibility for ensuring
a supply

of elecricity on demand, safely and reliably, efficiently and economically

15

(l\4anitoba Hydro: Psrspæfiye2000). It is the stated policy of the

utility to move toward

demand. side managemeni6, by seeking that combination of demand-side and supply-side

options which will optimize demand at the lowest overall cost of power.

Investment decisions have a major impact on the province's financial health and are based
on projections of least costþ options 30 to 40 years hence. "The parameters which affect
the economics of consequence are capital costs ofnew facilities, fuel and other operating
costs, timing of plant additions as determined by ¡he toad71 forecast, revenues from

existing and proposed firm sales and from intemrp tible exportsTS, interest rates on
borrowed money, and the rates of escalation of various cost components" (Manitoba

Hydro: Pe¡spective 2000).

The decisions taken in ¡elation to these projections must consider the prevention and

mitigation of system failures, and repair and maintenance of the system while balancing
planned fixed variable and intemrptible loads and society's toleranc e for loss of load

16 Demand Side Management (DSM) - "In the electrical industry, DSM is...considered to
consist of actions by the utility to change the nature of its customers' requirements, usually
with the objective of the utility's being able to more economically meet all its customers'
needs. It also usually has the connotation of the utility investing, to a degree, in order to
modify consumption rather than to merely satisfy consumption" (Manitoba Hydro:
Persoective 2000).
17 had - .I-he demand or "rate at which electric energy is delivered at a given instant or
averaged over some designated period of time. It is expressed in kilowatts, megawatts,
and other larger units" (Manitoba Hydro: Perspective 2000).
18 Intemrptible Exports - " A discounted rate available to large industrial or extrap¡ovincial
customers who agree to have their electrical service intemrpted or reduced during times
when energy is not available" (Manitoba Hyclro: Persoective 2000).

to

probabilitiesTg. The resulting policy directions have significant implications for the shape
of our society.

Manitoba's two major sources of elecfical energy are hydraulic and the¡mal (See Table 2).

Hydro electric power is produced by converting the kinetic energy of falling water into

elecricity by means of turbines. Thermal electric power uses steam pressure to tum
generators. The availability of appropdate sites, namely fast-flowing rivers and falls, and
the capacity to impound water coupled with sufficient recharge determines the potential

for

producing hydro-elecfic power. As these sites are often many miles from the customers
wanting to use the power generated, the development of technology to support the eff,lcient
transmission of this power over long distances at high voltages was necessary to make this
source of energy viable. Over 867o of Manitoba's

elecricity is hydro-electric power and

this practicum will therefore deal with hydraulic power production.

2,3 Descriotion

of a hvdro-electric nower

system

The generation, transmission, distribution and control system of electric power supply are
described more

a)

fully in this section.

Generation

The amount of power which can be generated by a given volume of water depends directly
on the veiocity and volume of the water hitting the turbines. Generators are designed to

19 Loss of Load Probabilities (LOLP) - "LOLP is a measure of the long-term expectation
that a utility wi-ll be unable to meet customer demand. Many utilities prescribe a standard
LOLP of 1 day in 10 years. This means that given the uncertain failure of generation and
transmission equipment and variations in customer demands, engineering anaìysts predict
that there will be a bulk system outage for 1 day in a lO-year period", considering only the
generating and tra¡smission systems (U.S. Congress: Electric Power).
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produce 60 cycle per second (henz,Hz) alternating current2j withvoltages of 12 to 30

kV. They are equipped with

speed governors which adjust

ouçut

and frequency as

customer demaids fluctuate or system conditions change, and automatic voltage regulators

which control voltage. The quality of service provided depends on maintaining constant
proper voltage within a range of*5-64o. Y oltage varies with changes in the level of load
being drawn and the user's distance from the Eansforme¡.

b)

Transmission

The Eansmission system carries electricity from the source of generation to a converter

station nea¡er the consumer. Power flows along bundled strands of wire called conductors

which are bare metal cables--often aluminum stra¡rds around a steel core. The conductors
are attached to towers by

iwulators (U.S. Congress: Electric Power). To enable efficient

transportåtion ofthe electricity generated, and to reduce power losses during transportation

it is transformed, or stepped up, to a voltage of between 69 and 765 kV (U.S. Congress:
Electric Powe¡).

The choice of voltage level depends on the capacity of the Eansmission lines. How much
load a circuit or a transmission line can safely carry depends on numerous factors. These
include the thermal limits of the conductors, their distance from the ground, the voltage
drop between the sending and receiving circuits, the degree to which system service

reüability depends on that particular line, and how much the circuit is needed to hold the
different generating stations in synchronism f¡¿qG&wElEncyelopsdia).

20 Altemating Current (AC) - "A current that flows alternately in one direction and then in
the reverse di¡ection. In Nonh America the standard for alternating current is 60 complete
cycles per second. Such electricity is said to have a frequency of 60 hertz" (Canada.

Electric Power).
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Pdor to transmission, the electricity may be converted to direct current (DC) at a converter

station. High DC voltage can be transported more cheaply and with fewer technological
problems than AC. These advantages must be weighed against the need for conver¡er
stâtions at the sending and receiving ends

if transmitting DC cunent. To

be economically

if

feasible, under normal circumstânces, the distance should be at least 650 kilometers
using overhead transmission, and 50 kilometers if using underground systems.

Underground cables are much more expensive so they tend to be used orùy in densely
populated areas or in rural regions with unusually severe weather conditions such as
frequent ice storms and in major water crossings.

The transmission system is also the means by which one utility connects to another power

utility.

Such a connection is called a transmission bnk or tie

line. Each utility is

responsible for providing the power used by its customers without absorbing or sending
power from or to another utility's system, exclusive ofthat covered in exchange
agreements (U.S. Congress: Electric Power). While these interconnections normally result

in improved reliability and economy of supply for each of the participants, since electricity

follows the path of least resistance, special controls are needed to monitor inadvertent
power exchanges. More than 907o of all generation in the U.S. and Canada, not including
Alaska and Hawaii, is interconnected (See Figure 1).

As already discussed, transmission capability is limited by the capacity of individual
components in relation to voltage requi¡ements and thermal

capabilty. It is further limited

by system-related constraints to the interactions between parts of the system such
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as

parallel

paths and toop llows2l for example, and the need for maintaining system reliability.
Transmission capability is also dependent on the constraints of the rest of the system

including its generating capacity and changes in demand and weather fluctuations, so while
"in some cases, there may be a single binding constraint that would produce a large
increase in capability

if it could

be relieved.... [more] often there are multiple constraints on

a single üansmission line, o¡ constraints on many lines at the same time so that relieving a

single consraint would make practically no difference (U.S. Congress: Electric Power ).
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Parallel path flows are best understood by example. Consider three parallel lines
originating from a single generator, each with the capacity to carry 100 MW. If the lines
are of different length, however, the power will not distribute itself proportionately across
the three lines. The longer the path the greater the resistance and the less power that line
will carry. Hence only the shortest line will carry its capacity, and total actual capacity of
the three lines will be less than the rated 300 MW.
Parallel path flows can cause Eansmission problems within a utility and between
interconnected utilities. When unauthorized parallel path flows cross from one utility to
another the event is called a loop flow (U. S. Congress: Electric Powe¡). Loop flows are
common in the interconnected systems of the US and Canada including Manitoba.
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FIGURE

1

NORTH AMERICAN' ELEC,TRIC RELIABILITY
INTERCONNECTED NETWORK22
Normal Base Power Transfers and Flrst Contlngency
lncremental Non-Slmultaneous Trãnsfer Capabllilles
Summer 1990 - MW
(Extracl€d from NERC'S 1990 Summêr Assossmênl Rêporl)
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22 Source: North American Reliabiliqv Council 1990. This map gives a general pattem of
North American electric power transfers and is included for illustrative purposes only. It
contains some enigmatic figures relating to the Quebec-Labrador-Churchill system. As the
linkages between MAPP and NACE a¡e a net Eansfe¡ of 100 inc¡ements f¡om MAPP to the
East and there are no synchronous ties between the two systems, the area in question will
not distort use of this figure for purposes of this practicum.
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c)

Distribution

Whereas Eansmission is usually considered to be the delivery of large blocks ofpower, or

bulk power, at higher voltages to a few substations, distribution is concemed with smaller
blocks of power at low voltages delivered dùectly to the consumer. This includes:

i)

p¡imary distribution voltage which runs on feeder lines from the sub-station
to the line Eansformers, usually at i2,000 volts; and,

iÐ

secondary distribution voløge, which runs from the line transformers to the

customer through small transformers on hydro poles or in ground-level
vaults called drstribution transÍonn¿rs. Here residential voltages are stepped
down to 230 volts. Commercial and indusrial loads are often supplied
through high voltage cicuits of 480 to 12,000 volts (lgsyclap¿edia

Britannica).

d)

Energy Control Centres

The planning for and operation of large elecric power systems have become exfemely
sophisticated with the increasing size and technological complexity of these systems.

Functions of the energy control centres include the following:

i)

meeting performance standa¡ds related to frequency, voltage and reliabiJity of
the altemating current being delivered;
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ü)

operating and planning requirements rclated to the functions of following
changing loads23, maintaining reliabilíty of supply24, and coordinating
power transactions2s at minimum cost; and

üi)

executing the operating and planning requirements (U.S. Congress: Elecric

Power).

2.4 Manitobars Electric Power

Systems

The Radisson and Henday converter stations serve the Limestone26, Kettle Rapids and

Long Spruce generating stations, and transmit high voltage direct current via bipolar2T
transmission 900 kilometers south to the Dorsey Converter Station at Rosser, Manitoba.
He¡e the DC is converted back into AC for the 230,000 volt transmission system which
leeds 66Vo of the province's elecricity demands, as well as the interconnections to Ontario,

23 Foilowing changing

loads requires "adjusting the power output of generators to
follow moment-to-moment load fluctuations" (U.S. Elect¡ic Power).

24 Maintaining reliability of supply includes "preparing for continued operation
after equipment failure o¡ other distu¡bance and restoring service after outages" and
"providing enough supplies to meet consumer demand while remaining within the
operating limits of system requirements" (U.S. Electric Power).

25 Coordinating power

Eansactions involves "scheduling and controlling the flow
of power between utilities" (U.S. Electric Power).

26 Preliminary construction commenced on a 1,330,000 kW hydro-electric generating
station at Upper Limestone Rapids on the Nelson River in 1976. Major constnrction sta¡ted
in September i985. All units are scheduled to be in service in 1992 (Manitoba Hydro.
Persoective 2000).

27 Refened to as Bipole 1 and

2, these are two extra-high-voltage (EtW) direct
cunent twin steel uansmission tower lines. Bipole 1 began transmitting power in
June 1972 and now operates at 900,000 volts. Bipole 2 was completed in June of
1985 and can operate at 1,000,000 volts (Manitoba Hydro. A History...).
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Saskatchewan and the United States. The utility's interconnections are listed in Table 3

below.

TABLE

3

MANITOBA HYDRO INTERCONNECTIONS
WITH OTHER UTILITIES
Export
Capability
in kW

l,strmated
Import
Capability
in kW

75,000
300,000

200,000

Illlaxrmum

In terconn ecti on s

Ontario
- 115 kV Seven Sisters/Kenora
- 230 kV Seven Sisters/Kenora (2)
Saskatchewan
- 115 kV Flin Flon/Island Falls (2)
- 230 kV Brandon/Boundary Dam
- 230 kV Dauphin/Yorkton
- 230 kV The Pas/Squaw Rapids

95,0 00

100,0 00
4 65,0 00

395,000
395,000

465,000
465,000

1,4 5 0,00 0

3

United States
. 230 kV Winnipeg/Grand Forks
- 230 kV \{innipeg/Duluth
- 500 kV Winnipeg/Minneapolis

1,45 0,0

00

830,000
830,000
830.000

Total Interconnected Capability

5,910,000

4,185,00

1,45 0,000

Source: Manitoba Hydro: information: Manifoba Electrical Facts.
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Manitoba Hydro is a liaison member of MAPP, the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool, an
association of electric utilities and one of nine members of the North Ame¡ican Electrical

Reliability Council (NERC). (See Figu¡e 1.) It includes Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Iowa,
Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, most of South Dakota, and portions of Illinois,

Michigan, Montana and Wisconsin and includes 27 large systems and 12 small members.

MAPP's agreements with neighboring councils creates operating and planning flexibility,
thereby enhancing the system's reliability by providing a high degree of stability to the
system and offsetting system outages due to mechanical and electrical problems. They also

facilitate the import and expon of power. Under this association, Manitoba Hydro has
direct Eansactions with the Northem States Power Company, the United Power
Association, Minnkota Power Cooperative Inc, the Otter TaiI Power Company, and
Minnesota Power (Manitoba Hydro: Perspective 2000).
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Chapter

3

POWER SYSTEM SAFETY

3.1 Prea mbl

e

An electric power disruption is considered an unlikely occurrence with potentially
significant consequences. This type of event is a low p¡obability/high consequence (lp/hc)

risk. These "risk tails" present methodological

and philosophical ambiguities and have not

been addressed in gaditional generic approaches to risk analysis which have focused on the

middle range of risk. More ¡ecently, however, some attention has tumed to philosophical
responses concemed

with the qualitative characteristics of risks which approach the

probability and consequence axes.
...the highly objectivized perceptions of dsk analysis (the "real" risk)

provides [sic] the most authoritative picture of the physical situation
relevant to risk, but only a normative social o¡ ethical theory can indicate

which outcomes are to be regarded as undesirable, hence,
the perspective of policy decisions on risk,

risþ.

From

it will be useful to have a

survey of these negative outcomes in hand at the outset, and to decide

which valuational factors are significant and reievant for the specific
situational aims and goals of a particular study (Thompson

&

Parkinson).
This chapter addresses the nature of lp/hc risk associated with power system safety.

3,2 Svstem Safefv: An Ovenview
Large complex power systems such as hydro electric systems function in a highly
integrated and interdependent manne¡ in o¡der to achieve overall standards of sound
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performance including reliabiliry, scheduling, cost, mainøinabitity2S and life expectancy

(Belove). The key standard for purposes of this practicum is reliability. In assessing the
requirement for reliability, system engineers specify a loss ofload probability which is
deemed acceptable to the consumer, grven financial and other consEaints. These standa¡ds
are then designed into the system.

System safety is not dependent only on design specifications however, and in recent years

utilities have begun to consider seriously the possibility of major failures caused by hazards
such as saboøge and natural hazards which are outside the scope of system safety

standa¡ds. It is recognized that such events have the potential for causing enormous

disruption and expense to society (U.S.Congress: Ph}¡sical Vulnerabilit]¡; Yaeger; Bell
"Managing Risk"). In 1981 the US Departrnent of Energy created an Office of Energy
Emergencies to address concems related to power system vulnerability. As well, the

NERC and the Edison Electric Institute completed a major study of vulnerability in 1988.

Three main factors which pre-dispose a system to power blackouts are:

1.

geography--interconnected systems are less vulnerable than those isolated

by mountains for example;

2.

demography which requires transmission cor¡idors on the same right-ofway thus leaving all lines vul¡erable to common natural hazards as well as
to human hazards; and

28 l4ainøinabiliry - A characteristic ofdesign and installarion which is expressed as the
probabiïty that an item will be restored to specified conditions within a givèn time when a
maintena¡rce action is performed by personnel having specified skill levéls and using
prescribed procedu¡es and resources, at each prescribed level of maintenance and repair
(Goel and Naresky).
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3.

inadequate operator training @wart).

Th¡ee factors which determine the importance of an individual component in achieving
system

reliability are:

.
2.
3.
1

susceptibility to damage;
the effect on the electric power system

ofits loss; and

the difficulty ofreplacement or repair.

Simultaneous failure of more than one major component in a system with single
redundancy 29 will result in a power disruption. The severity of the unplanned disruption

will

depend on whether or not it coincides with peak demands or scheduled maintenance

of

other components. Once a bulk system has been shut down, restoration of service can take
some time as the system must be brought back to

full service i¡crementally. This in turn

depends on the severity of the biackout, the unit's å/¿cft s tart capabiliry31, and the

availability of replacement palts (U.S.Congress: Phvsical Vulnerabiliw).

29 Redundancy - Insralling critical components in duplicate. Elecric utiTties normally
plan for the possibility of one, or sometimes two, independent failures of major equipment
without thei¡ customers experiencing a serious outage. This is called single and dóubte
redundancy. Manitoba Hydro plans for a single contingency and "looks ât a reasonable
second contingency".
30 Slack stafi Capability

- Re-starting a stopped generator. "If an extemal source of
power is available, restarting a unit is not a problem. However if no extemal power
sources can be used, the powerplant must have 'black start' capability. Black start
capability can be provided from a diesel o¡ a self-starting gas turbine unit in the planr. It is
also possible to provide black start capabiìity from the interconnections in a systèm. This is
done by disconnecting the interconnections from the load-serving circuits (to avoid
overloading the lines) while keeping the generator connected. The interconnections can
then be energized to import power from the neighboring system to be used in starting the
unit" (U.S. Congress: Ph),sical Vulnerability).
28

Utilities plan to mitigate the effects of equipment failure in two main ways:

1.

by holding enough generating and uansmission capacity in reserve to
compensate for any unexpected requirement; and

2.

by designing cicuit breakers and protective relay systems to isolate
equipment as necessary (U.S. Congress: Physical Vulnerabilitv).

3,3 The Two Sides of System Safety: Reliability & Hazard

a)

System Reliability

Technological advances which have resulted in more complex equipment have also led to
growing concem regarding the measurement, prediction and improvement of equipment

reliability (Goel and Naresky). Each of these factors is discussed beiow.

i)

Measurement

System safety engineers have developed criteria for measuring system reliability.
These a¡e:

.

effectiveness

the

probabilty that the system cân meet the

operational demands for power;

.

availability

the probability that the system is in a

satisfactory operating søte;
.

repairability

the probability that a failed system

will be

restored to operable conditions within the
specified active time;
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. serviceability

the degree of ease with which a system can
be repaired (Goel and Naresky); and

.

the capacity of the system to function

survivability

following

ü)

a

fault or failure (Malasky).

Prediction

In an effort to predict system reliability safety engineers analyze why systems fail.
Failure mode and $ects analysis (FEMA) is a tool for documenting all possible
system failures and the effect each would have on the system. One such procedure

for analyzing failures is called Qualitative Fault Tree analysis. A model of common
cause failure analysis is provided in Figure 2 (Malasky).

üi)

Improvement

Standa¡d guidelines for improving system reliability are:

i

.

minimum complexity possible while achieving specified standards
ofredundancy;

2.
3.

placing minimum demands on the humar/technological interface;
designing the system so that the malfunction or breakdown of one
piece does not incapacitate the entire system; and,

4.

rigorous maintenance and replacement of degraded components

(Malasky).
Trends in reliability show that the number of outages reported in the US is growing at 67o a
year, comparable to the golvth in power systems (Ewart). F¡om 1971 to 1976 the General

Electric Company reported an average of35 serious power intem:ptions or blackouts per
year in the US of which half exceeded 100
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MW and affected 45,000 customers at a time.

Of these, Ewa¡t found that 10Vo or 4 outa,ges per year, were greater than 2900 MW and
affected over 300,000 customers. One percent, or one outage every three years, exceeded
2900 MW and affected over 1,300,000 customers. Concerning the length of time to
restore service, approximately 107o or 3-4 ouøges per year took longer than
restore

I

hours to

full service. In one percent or one outage every three years, it took longer than

a

week to restore all service. Exrapolating from these data Ewart estimated that one-thi¡d of
one percent, or one outage every 10 years, might take one month to restore ful1 service.

The longest recorded outage was caused by an ice storm, lasted 16 days and involved 1500

MW.

b)

System Hazards

A system/ørlr

occurs when a component deviates from its intended function, manifesting

itseff as afailure. Three types of failures possible are:

f

.

initial failu¡es which appear early in the üfe cycle of

a system and cease

following the initial period of operation;

2.

chance failures which occur at a constant rate usually as the result of severe
and unpredictable envi¡onmental conditions; and

3.

wearout failures which occur as the equipment becomes wom, increasing

rapidly toward the end of the life cycle (Goet and Naresky).

Failures result from single or multiple hazards, with the most significant hazard being a
combination of equipment malfunction and human enor. The types of system hazards
possible are described in Table 4 below. A classification of haza¡ds as a function

resulting severity is provided in Table 5.
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TABLE

4

TYPES OF SYSTEM HAZÄRDS3i

SINGLE HAZARDS.
Mechanical

Failure or degradation of one or more
elements.

Operational

No equipment or system failure but system
is prevented from carrying out its intended
function (eg. static)

Endogenous

Inherent defect in design, material, work or
procedures.

Exogenous

External cause, eg. lightning

MULTIPLE HAZARDS

A group of single hazards combining
consequentially or coincidentally to

result in a danger which they singly would

not

31 Source: Malasky.
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induce.

TABLE

5

CLASSIFICATION OF HAZARDS AS A
FUNCTION OF RESULTING SEVERITY32
CLASSIFICATION

RESULTING SEVERITY

Mafe

I'Conditions such that human error, deficiency or
inadequacy of design, or equipment malfunction
will not result in personnel injury or equipment
damage".

III

Marginal

ÙConditions such that human error, deficiency or
inadequacy of design, or equipment malfunction
will degrade system performance or damage
equipment but counteraction or control can be
undertaken such that serious injury or significant
damage will not occur".

II

Catastrophic

'rConditions such that human error, deficiency or
inadequacy of design, or equipment malfunction
will severely degrade system performance and
cause subsequent system loss and/or cause death
or serious, irreversible injuries to personnel'r.

I

Critical

rrConditions such that human error, deficiency or
inadequacy of design, or equipment malfunction
will cause personnel injury and/or serious
equipment damage or will result in a hazard
requiring immediate corrective action for
personnel or system survival",

32 Soutcer Malasky.
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3.4 System Vulnerabilitv
In attempting to conceptualize power system vulnerability to disruption it is necessary to
blend the notions of reliability and hazard. The nature of system vulnerability is discussed
below in relation to transformers, transmission lines, control centres, system software, the

humar/technological interface, human intent and natural haza¡ds.

a)

Transformers

Widespread outages or power shortages lasting several months would in all

likelihood be caused by damage to significant components of the generation and
üansmission power systems (U.S. Congress: Physisêl-YubgraÞjli!Ð. Large

tansformers normally take at least

a year

to build, with many parts being imported

from foreign countries. "Foreign-controlled companies have been predicted to
account for about 60 to 75 percent of the market for all core electrical equipment

products (distribution transformers, switchgear, transmission, construction
equipment, ând power gene¡ation) by 1990" (U.S. Congress: Physical

Vulne¡ability). Considering that there are only 500 EFfV transformers in the United
States, a well-planned attack on these Eansformers would disrupt the nation

(Yaeger).

b)

Transmission Lines

Unprotected transmission lines are the element most vulnerable to complete

disruption, but they are also less complex than generators or converter stations for
example, and so more easily repaired than Íansformers (Albrecht). Consequently,
transmission plan¡ers have histo¡ically designed systems which meet specified test
conditions for avoiding complete system collapse in the event of "the overlapping of
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uffelated outages", by depending on ample reserves and system reliability. The
problem, howeve¡, is that these criteria do not anticipate the more probable

possibility of common cause failu¡es.

c)

Control Centres

Security functions are now incorporated into Control Centre computer programs,

While these programs cannot prevent

a

power system from becoming unstable, they

can assist system operators in keeping the system in its "normal" state by

identifying "equipment overloads, voltage degradation, system instability, service
intemrptions...[and] system shutdown" (Liacco). Control room design routinely
includes a dual, redundant computer system. If the primary computer fails, the
secondary computer automatically takes over (Liacco). Of critical importance is the

CRT (cathode ray tube) display response time, i.e., how quickly data appears on
the screen in response to a keyboard command. Normal response time should be
one second. Maximum response time under the most demanding circumstances
should not exceed five seconds. Liacco acknowledges serious difficulties

in

modelling, especially system dynamics, since as more complex functions a¡e
added, response time is slowed.

d)

System Software Reliability

The measurement, prediction and improvement of reliability and its associated

control systems have come to depend increasingly on computerized digital
measurement and hence softwa¡e
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reliabilty is becoming increasingly important.

Software is essentially an instrument for tansforming a discrete
set of inputs into a discrete set of

ouçuts. Since to a large extent

software is produced by humans, the finished product is often

imperfect. It is imperfect in the sense that

a

discrepancy exists

between what the program can do and what the user of the

computing environment wants it to do. These discrepancies are
called software er¡ors (Goel and Naresky).

While there are methods of checking computer progams for errors, these methods
are imperfect and the degree of program incorrectness has yet to be
gap has implications for calculations of

e)

quantified. This

reliability (Goel and Naresþ).

The Human/Technological Interface

Perhaps the most unpredictable factor in reliability is the human/technological

interface. To their adva¡tage, human operators are capable of recognizing pattems
and anomalous system behavior, and of extracting signals from noise. In addition,

they compare favorably to robots in terms of cost, size, weight, maintainability and

availabiïty (Costello).

On the other hand human operators are constrained by their inability to respond
separately to the second of two closely spaced individual signals and they have a

variable reaction time (Costello). They are affected by fatigue, inatrention,
boredom, individual perception and judgement, skills and workload. \Vhile these
characteristics are well documented, the biological and psychological information
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needed to optimize system

retability from

the human operator's perspective is

simply not yet known (Malasky).

f)

Sabotage

or Terrorism

In Canada an incident of sabotage occurred on April 6, 1962 when the Sons of
Freedom, an exEeme sect of the Doukabhors, dynamited a steel hydro tower on the
east side of Lake Kootenay in British Columbia as a form ofprotest against modern

inventions. The tower supported a two-mile power span across the Lake (at the
time the longest in the world), built by West Kootenay Power for the Cominco
Metallurgical Operation, the town of Trail's major industry. At that time the area
had a long history of sabotage which often involved power poles. In the instance

cited, the 60kV power line was restored 27 days later with a temporary measure
thanks to the tremendous efforts of cable manufacture¡s in Eastem Canada. Only

Cominico and a few small towns on the east side of Lake Kootenay were affected
by the ouøge. In the interim, engineers started up a small dam on Creston River
and started pumps for the rnine using diesel generators (Fisher).

No long+erm blackouts have been caused in the United States by sabotage although
several such incidents have resulted in multi-million-dollar repair bills (U.S.
Congress: Physical Vulnerability). Yaeger reports that the number of ter¡orist

actions on energy assets has been increasing and notes that 11,933 such incidents
occuned world-wide between 1980 and 1988. Locally, on June 9, 1991 The

Winnipeg Free P¡ess reported that members of the Grand Rapids Indian Band had
considered cutting major power lines that cut across the reserve about 400

kilometers no¡th of Winnipeg as a form of protest against Manitoba Hydro's offer
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of only $2.3 million compensation for flooding caused by a power project built in
1983.

In No¡th America the most common causes of sabotage have been labour disputes
and environmental extremists (U.S. Congress: Ph)'sical Vulnerabilit]¡). Self-help
manuals for "earth warriors" are readily available to anyone with an interest

in

disrupting power systems.

Powerlines are highly vulnerable to monkeywrenchilg from

individuals or small groups. The best techniques are 1) removing
bolts f¡om steel towers; 2) cutting steel towers with hacksaws,
torches (be careful not to breathe the vapors of galvanized metal...),
or cutting wheels in the event that tower bolts are welded to the nuts;
and 3) shooting out insulators (with a shotgun), and shooting the

electrical conductor itself (a high-powered rifle is best) which fi'ays

it

and reduces its

ability to transmit electricity. Chain saws, or

crosscuts where noise is a problem, are appropriate for the large

wooden towers. Techniques that connect the conductors directly to
each other (cable

lifted by balloons or shot by harpoon guns) are

also effective. Used creatively, these techniques can completely

baffle the opposition (Foreman).
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3.5 A Case Study: The Nerv York City Blackout of .Tuly 13. 1977
On July 13, 1977, a¡ 8:37 p.m. lightning stmck a New York Eansmission tower with 345

kV circuits. The flow of high curent ftom the lightning stroke exceeded the line's
insulation capacity and produced a short circuit. Protective relays automatically opened to
isolate the fault from the rest of the system, shutting down the associated generato¡ as

designed. "Under normal circumstances the aforementioned circuit breakers reclose
automatically after

a

period that allows the arc across the insulators to extinguish. ln fact,

the ci¡cuit breakers did not reclose because of special conditions in effect at the time....As

a

result, these two ci¡cuits did not retum to service" (Wilson & Zarakas). The fact that the

two circuit breakers had not reclosed was not communicated to the system operator either
by his computer or by staff in other district offices who knew of the situation.
Consequently the system operator based his decisions throughout the crisis on the
assumption that the one circuit had re-opened.

Two 345 kV lines were thus permanently removed from service. Routine inspection had
shut down several gas turbines an hour before and spinning reserves of 341 MW we¡e not

available as they would normally have been. At 8:56 a second lightning stroke hit a towe¡
supporting two 345-kV lines. Breake¡s opened automatically but one failed to ¡eclose and

locked-out. Between 9:03 and 9:18 some of the industrial gas-turbine units were started.
While they were designed to automatically match their speed and phase to that of the
system, because the system's voitage at that point did not fall within the previously

specifred settings, no automatic synchronization was possible and their power could not be
accessed.

At 9:23 p.m. the system operator began a manual load-shedding procedure. The panel
allowed him to drop up ro 257o of the system's load, but requfued "a series of switches and
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push buttons to be closed in a coordinated fashion for each block of sheddable

load". For

this reason it took him until 9:27 p.m. to complete this procedure. Seeing that no load had
been shed, he began to work through the panel again. It was later determined that although
the load-shed equipment was working properly, the system operator appeared not to have

manipulated the equipment properly.

By this time flows through the remaining ties were so heavy that protective systems
operated as designed and ultimately the last tie was opened. Automatic load-shedding

occur¡ed and the full blackout began at9i26 p.m. (Wilson & Zarakas).

A review of this experience is valuable in unde¡standing the complex natu¡e of the human,
technological and environmental interrelationships which ultimately comprise large electric
systems.

3.6 Assessins the Imoacts of Power

Losses

Considerable resea¡ch has been conducted in assessing the value of reliability as it pertains
to the delivery of electric power (Ontario Hydro; Mack and Gilmer). In estimating the

economic value of reliability, researchers have assessed impacts using surveys of
anticipated impacts of disruptions for varying time periods, at different times of the year,

with and without advance notice. Impacts have been assessed by category for residential,
commercial, industrial, institutional, govemment and farm service.

Ontario Hydro conducted customer surveys between 1976 a¡d 7979

nan

attempt to

estimate costs associated with power disruptions. The findings regarding the 1.7 miltion

households surveyed were that71Vo of the respondents preferred shorter, more frequent
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outages to longer, Iess frequent outages. Costs of an outage increase with its duration

(Ontario Hydro).

Mack and Gilme¡ concluded that the most costly residential power outages in the area
studied, the Tennessee Valley Authority, occurred in the winter due to heating

requirements. Summer outages were the second most costly because of air conditioning.
Outages were most costly during peak household use periods with significantly lower
outage costs during working hours when people were at

work. Shorter outages cost less

per hour and several short outages were preferable to fewer, longer outages. Higher costs
occuned after a three-hour outage and while recognizing that "beyond eight hours there is a
significant potential for physical damage" the study did not consider this time period. The

two largest energy users were space and water heating while the refrigerator and the
television proved the most intensive of the smaller energy-consuming appliances. The cost

of residential outages was calculated as being between g.39 and

$ 1.34 per

kW.h depending

on the time of year and time of day.

The Division of Electric Energy Systems of the Department of Energy commissioned an

impact assessment following the July L3,1977 New York blackout. The objectives of the
study were to assess data pertaining to the impacts resulting from the blackout and to define
a

framework to assess the value of electric power reliability (Systems Control, Inc.).

The methodology used to conduct the study was three-fold and included the following:

1.
2.

a review

of previous blackout literature;

personal interviews with key agencies and organizations with
responsibilities for maintaining data bases reiated to the blackout; and
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3.

the development of impact classification schemes to characterize the

ki¡d of

impacts associated with the loss of power.

The major impact categories included business, government, utilities, the insurance

industry, and public health services. Impacts were classified as direct, if they were due to a
cessation of

elecficity,

and as indirect

if they were in response

to that cessation.

Major conclusions reached as a result of the study were as follows:
1

.

The impacts of a power failure are largely determined by "the size of the
area's population, ethnic diversity, income, housing characteristics, density,

economic activities, and employment statistics" (Systems Control, Inc.).

While the experience in New York City was unique in terms of demographics
and its position as financial capital of the world, the authors concluded that

important elements of the NYC power failure were central to any future
energy disruptions.

2,

Costs incurred as the result of a blackout

will

be heavily impacted by the

area's gpographic characteristics and extreme weather conditions.

3.

Heavy dependence on electrified public transportation systems will result in
higher social and economic costs.

4.

Direct impacts can only be avoided through improved reliabitity standards,
i.e., by avoiding the blackout. Indirect impacts can be mitigated through
improved communications and emergency preparedness planning.
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5.

A lower bound on the economic impact of the outage was $350 million. Of
this, almost one-half was due to looting and arson33.

6.

Consolidated Edison incuned significant costs through lost revenue,
restoration costs and capital costs associated with upgrading system security.

7

.

Social impacts are very difficult to measure.

Some organizations responded by implementing new contingency plans

including new back-up generation systems. In panicular, hospitals had
experienced difficulty in starting operating emergency back-up systems.

9.

Major industrial firms such as the banking and securities industries suffered
economic and credibility losses.

10.

A conceptual framework only, for determining the value of reliability was
developed. No comprehensive methodology was developed (Systems

Control, Inc.).

33 The.looting
ryd qsgn associated with this outage are conside¡ed atypical to normal
human behavior in the face of community disastersl Un[ke the behavíoi which occurs
during civil disobedience, looting associáted with "natural" disasters or emergencies such

as that carsed by a_major power outage is typically limited, individual and prilvate, and
qngaged inty outside¡s to the community (Quarantelli and Dynes, as summarized in
Mileti,
Drabek and Haas).
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In finally assessing the impacts of a disruption of electric power, the consequences of
death, injury, physical damage, emergency operations, economic and social disruption

would need to be analyzed in relation to

a

quantifiable measure of each consequence and its

øngible related losses, as well as to a qualitative measure of intangible losses. A matrix
describing these relationships for indirect impacts is described below. A similar model

would be appropriate for direct impacts.

FIGURE 2

INDIRECT IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Consequences

Measure

Tan gi ble

Intangible

Deaths

Injuries
Physical Damage
Emergency
Operations

Disruption to
Economy

Social Disruption

3,7 Summarv
Disruptions to electric power systems are possible. While power exchanges and the
technological advancement of these systems have enhanced ¡eliability, these gains have
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resulted in a greater potential for disruption due to increasing complexity. Society's

growing dependence on electricity over the past one-hundred years has greatly exacerbated
the potential impacts of such a disruption.

It is possible to anticipate the potential impacts of an electric-power disruption on the City
of Winnipeg. Research unde¡taken to date has conf,irmed that direct and indi¡ect economic
impacts for various sectors can be assessed (Ontario Hydro; Mack and Gilmer; Systems

Control, Inc.), while acknowledging that social assessments a¡e more difficult but
nonetheless necessary and valuable. Indirect impacts have not received as much attention
as

direct impacts yet research indicates that these impacts can be significantly mitigated by

emergency planning and preparedness (Systems Conuol Inc.).
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Chapter

4

PRELIMINARY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

4.1 Preamble
System safety engineering

will

almost certainly anticipate and prevent any reasonably

foreseeable accident. As has been discussed in Chapter

trI, however, unforeseen random

events do occur, and neither they nor malicious acts can be confronted in advance of dreir

occurenge. The series of events leading to the July 13, 1977 New York blackout have
been described earlier. Many other examples of such "normal" accidents are detailed

in

existing literature (Perrow) and exemplified in actual natural h arards34.

34 The¡e are eight major tomadoes in

Canada annually and a repeat of the "once in a
hundred years-flood" of theRed River Valley experienced in 1856 would literally drown
Manitoba Hydro's Control CenEe on Taylor Avenue (Kueneman and Huebert).'During the
1950 flood in Winnipeg protection of the two electric systems serving Greater Winnipeg-The Hydro and The Winnipeg Electric--was a cause of considerable anxiety as "neithèr was
strongly enough protected" (G.O.C. Prairie Command).

Winnipeg is not unique in creating the illusion of security from floods.
Professor Gilbert Whire of the University of Chicago has suggested that
after spending four billion dollars on floód control
are mõie in danger of
flood damage, and indeed disaster, than we were before. This is largely
because we have regarded flood control as a problem in engineering iather
than in sociology.,..We invite trouble if we règard nature merely as an
enemy to be conquered rather than as a friendly home. It may be perhaps
-The
accidental that army engineers have been responsible for flood coñtrol.
truth is that what we call "flood control" means the eradication of little
disasters every ten years or so at the cost of a really big disaster every fifty
or hundred years in any given floodplain. No flood-control program is able
to plotect a floodplain against the hundred-year flood. After all, that is why
the floodplain is there! (D1'nes quoting from Kenneth E. Boulding, "The
Economist and the Engineer: Economic Dynamics of Water Resources
Deveþment, " in Economics and Public Polic]¡ in Water Resource
Develooment, ed. Stephen C. Smith and E.N. Castle (Ames, Iowa: Iowa
State University P¡ess, 1964, pp. 88-89.).

ie
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"Each of the complex systems that make up a bulk-power supply--including power plant
control and auxiliaries, protective relay, communications, and data collection and display
systems--can be stressed beyond its design

limit.

Such stress can come from unusually

severe events, alone or accompanied by an unfortunate combination of unfavorable

circumstances" (Ewart). A power system failure in Manitoba is possible, and could result

from any number of single or multiple hazards. The scenario which follows assumes an
extended power disruption in the middle of winter. Its purpose is to consider the impacts

of such a disruption on the City of Winnipeg in order to assess existing and proposed
emergency preparedness planning models. This methodology is based on the principle that

knowledge ofwhat actually happens during disaster response is requisite for effective
planning for community disasters @arr; Quarantelli: 1989; Perry) "Emergency
preparedness-even if it is only modest--can make an important difference should an

unlikely event or disaster take place. Such prepared¡ess should be based on an
understanding of what typically happens during these non-routine events" (Kreps).

4.2 The Scenario
Day

1 lt is Thursday

morning, January 1.6,1992. The temperature is -16 degrees Celsius

in Winnipeg with a blizzard being forecast later in the day. The wind is gusting up to 30
km per hour and the wind chill is 2000. Temperatures are expected to drop to -22 degrees
overnight.

The Jones family is dispersed throughout the city. Mrs. Jones works as a medical
receptionist in the Medical Arts Building. Mr. Jones is branch manager of the Bank

of

Montreal's Campus District Branch at22l5 Pembina tlighway. Baby Jane is in Cuddles
Infant Centre at Westminster and Arlington, eight blocks from the family residence on
Dominion Sueet, Julian is a grade 7 student at Laura Seco¡d School on Wolseiy Avenue.

He is captain of the school patrol and a carrier for the Winnipeg Free kess. And¡ew is a
Grade

X Student at the Westgate

C-ollegiate on Westgate Street and is heavily involved

in

basketball and parties. Mrs. Jones' mother, Mrs. Smith, lives just one sEeet over on
Greenwood Place, in Mclu¡e Place, an eight-floor apartment block for senior cirizens.

Døy 1,9:10 ø.m, The blizzard which is moving in from Saskatchewan obscures the

visibility of a small single engine airc¡aft which crashes into the Dorsey Converter Station.
A transforme¡ is hit and malfunctions. No replacements are availabte.3s

Day 1,10:30 ø.m. Cuddles Infant Centre staff begin bundling up the babies because
the two-story house they occupy is getting cold. There is no altemative heating system to
the gas-driven fumace which depends on electricity to turn the fan which moves heated air

through the building,

Day 1,11:30 a.m, Laura Secord School is very dark as only the exit lights have been
on since the power was lost36. Teachers tell the children to put on theh coats and boots
and for the next half-hour they play action games

in an attempt to stay busy and warm.

Cuddles Infant Cenre staff call M¡s. Jones at work to tell her they are closing the Centre
and to request that she come pick up Baby Jans37. The altemate generating system is

35

This is a hypothetical event constructed for exemplary pulposes o¡ìly.

36 Winnipeg City schools have no back-up power generators.
37 A city-wide electric power blackout would not affect telephone communication.
Underground diesel generators which provide 1007o back-up to Manitoba Telephone
System's electric power sources are in place and tested regularly.
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operating in the Medical

Ats Building but Mrs. Jones is busy taking calls from

patients

who are beginning to cancel appoinftnents. She arranges for a fellow worker to take over
her responsibilities and tells her employer that she has to leave.

Only one of the building's fou¡ elevators is powered with the altemate power source so she
climbs down the eight flights of stairs to the sreet level. In the lobby she finds several
caretakers, a doctor and some concemed citizens clustered around the elevators as a number

of people are apparently rapped in several of the stalled slsy¿1s¡s. It seems that an elderly
man with a serious hea¡t condition is one of those trapped. She runs past them, pushes the
otherwise automatic doors open and heads for her car which is in the Hudson Bay parking

lot on Vaughan Street

. Her'85

Hyundai is always sensitive to the cold a¡rd because the

block heater has not been plugged in for the past trvo and one-half hou¡s wiil not sta¡t.

Mrs. Jones runs back past the Medical A¡s Building to Kennedy and Graham to catch the
#10 Wolseley Bus that will drop her directly in front of Cuddles. There are large crowds of
people at the bus stop and eaffic is snarled. He¡ bus runs every fifteen minutes but the first
one is

full. Half an hour later, thoroughly chilled,

she manages to squeeze onto a crowded

bus. Traffic control lights are not working and biizzard conditions have reached Winnipeg

with snow and blowing snow reducing visibility and starting to clog the sEeets and
sidewalks. Crossing Balmoral Street is a very slow process because there are eight lanes
of heavy traffic flowing nonh and south. Finally several citizens take charge and begin
directing traffic. Eventually her bus proceeds down Broadway. Mrs. Jones gets out on

Arlington, runs into Cuddles and picks up Baby Jane who is screaming loudly. Covering
Baby's face with a scarf and wrapping her own scarf more tightly she decides to walk the
eight blocks home to Dominion Steet. She briefly considers stopping at the Payfair
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Grocery Store which is open38 but she is so cold and Baby Jane is screaming so loudly
she decides to go directly home.

She gets home to the ringing telephone.

It is Julian's teacher calling to say that school will

not be re-opening that aftemoon and Julian should stay home after lunch. Julian has
a¡rived ea¡lier and is complaining of being cold and hungry. Mrs. Jones directs him to run
upstairs, put on extra clothes and fetch sleeping bags and

quilts.

She telephones her

mother and leams that Mcl-ure Place has a stand-by power system driven by a gasoline
engine capable of powering the apartment's complete electrical system. The building is

warm and the lights are on. They agree that as soon as And¡ew gets home they will come
over to the apartment block. She tries several times to reach Mr. Jones by telephone but is
unable to get through.

Andrew arrives home, having given up waiting for a bus and walking the one-half hou¡
instead. He is cold and ir¡itable. Mrs. Jones tells him to put on more clothes and prepare
to go to his grandmother's apartment. She packs up some diapers, gabs the battery
powered radio and they walk down the back lane to Mclure Place.

Once settled into the apartrnent, Andrew tums on the radio. The news is that it is not

known how long the power will be off and that the whole City is affected by rhe power
outage. The announcer informs listeners that the storm has arrived in earnest. During the

38 The Payfair Sto¡e on Wesrminster
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has a back-up power source.

next 48 hours 24 inches of snow witl fail, creating drifts as deep as 12 feet with winds up

to 100 mph and visibility diminished to

8 feet,

with temperatures as low as minus 26.39.

Mrs. Jones finally reaches her husband who says they have closed the bank as no
transactions have been possible since the power was intemrpted and there is no back-up
heat source. He is having a problem securing the vault, however, as its lock depends on

electrical switching4O. He will be leaving for home as soon as possible. M¡s. Jones asks
him to stop at the grocery store on his way home to get candles, batteries, milk, and
anything else he thinks of getting.

Everyone is hungry so Mrs. Smith makes cheese sandwiches and pours some coke. After
eating Mrs. Jones washes the dishes as cold a¡d hot water are running normauy4l. Julian

39 "On Tuesday, January 26, 1971, London, Ontario suffered

one of the worst blizza¡ds
in its history. During the first 24 hours of the storm alone, 16 inches of snow fell, creating
snowdrifts of up to 12 feet in depth. Ultimately, during the storm 24 inches of snowfall
was recorded....Winds of 100 miles per hour hurled across Lake Huron, visibility
diminished to eight feet or less, with temperatures as low as 15 below zero....The streets
soon became totally unusable for vehicular traffic, with hundreds of ca¡s stalled and
abandoned on London's major streets....the Mayor of l-ondon decla¡ed a state of
emergency" (Singer).
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The Campus District Branch of the Bank of Montreal at 2215 Pembina Highway has
no back-up power source. The main vault is secu¡ed with a combination of manual and
electrical operated switches.

41 AU City of \Vinnipeg water stations have a mix of electric and engine driven pumps.
Water pressure, which depends on water demand and losses of pressure through
distribution, is 35 psi at the main source and drops to 20 psi in the suburbs and by the 4th
o¡ 5th floor of an apartment. Most apârtrnents have booster pumps but experience has
shown that often they are not maintained and so fail when water pressure drops. In the
event of a City-wide electric power ouøge, all city stations would continue to operate.
They could not operate at peak demand levels, obviously, because only 2 or 3 of the 6
pumps at each station would be operating. It is anticipated that customers would use less
water during a power outage anyway than they normally would, and peak demands occur
rarely in âny event. However if necessa¡y, conservation could be encouraged through
radio announcements.
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and Andrew are annoyed that they cannot watch television or play video games as the

building caretaker has issued

a request

to tenants to conserve power.

Døy 11 7:00 p.m, Mr. Jones arrives at the apartment. His Buick sedan had been
completely buried in snow and once dug out had failed to start. A fellow with a truck had
jump-started it for him. Traffic had been terribly snarled on Pembina Highway and

Stafford and the sEeets were almost impassable with stalled vehicles and blowing snow.
Harry's Food Store on the comer of Arlington and Portage42 had been closed, as had

Payfair and so Mr. Jones had been unable to get any supplies.

With repeated attempts they are able to call friends and ¡elatives to

see how others a¡e

coping. Mrs. Jones and her mother open cans of pork and beans and corn which they
warm on the stove. Baby Jane is given applesauce and a chunk of d¡y bread with some

milk.

Day 1,7:45 p,m, There is srill no indication of how long the power will be out and the
adults ¡ealize they

will

have to make contingency plans for the night. Mr. Jones and

And¡ew go back to the house to collect bedding and drain the water pipes. CBC radio has
been broadcasting instructions to homeownen conceming precautionary measures43 44

Water is normally drawn from the Shoal Lake Aqueducr to a booster station where it is
chlorinated. From there it is sent to regional reservoirs which store a volume equivalent to
one and one-half days' high demand. In the event of a power black out water
',iould be
routed to by_-pass the boostet station and to flow directly to the regional reservoirs. This
process could be continued indef,rnitely.

42 Hany's Food Store has no back-up por er source.
0.3

q" 9ç

U.uilding at 541 Portage Avenue is heated with natural gas independenr of
electrical switching. It-has two electrical se¡vices of which only oneìs normãry in use for
pu¡poses of radio broadcasting. Should both of these fail, a diésel generator wiil kick in
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Homeowners are being advised to protect their homes from damage by acting before the
temperature in the house drops below freezing.

The instructions a¡e as follows:

.
2.
3.
4.
1

Tum off the electric power or gas supply to the water heater;
Tum off the water at the meter;
Protect inlet pipes with blankets or some other form of insulation;
Open all valves in the house (air

will

enter the highest valve and water

will

drain from the lowest);

5.

Disconnect water-consuming appliances such as dishwashers and automatic
washing machines. By laying the drain hoses on the floor most of the water

will

6.

escape;

Flush toilets until all tank water has been d¡ained out of the bowl, leaving

only enough water to maintain the seal against sewer gases;
7

,

Protect the toilet bowl from freezing by mixing ethylene glycol with water,

or by displacing the water with kerosene; failing either of these, add a
pound of salt to the water in the bowl which will protect it to minus 29
degrees;

immediately. There is a 200 gallon supply of diesel fuel on hand, enough for almost 70
hours of programming. The full plant in St. Boniface is on diesel backup.

'14 of critical importance throughout a disaster is the choice of announcer. The individual
must be perceived as having legitimate authority to give advice and direction unde¡ the
circumstances. For example, regardlTs of an individual's political preferences, the Mayor,
the Minister or a Deputy Minister of a Departrnent will be aicepted âs legitimate authoriiy
figures. Middlemanagers will not. It is important to note also that "In-general, tasks of
maintaining public moiale fall to the mass media....In addition to informãtional áctivities,
there are constant references to the community in a collective sense; collective pronouns
such as "we," "us," and "our" are used in mais media discourse in order to reâssure
community members, to prgvi$e-a sense of unity, and to suggest a sense of future purpose
for the community as a whole" (Dynes).
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8

Drain Eaps of each sirtk and protect with ethylene glycol, kerosene or salt;

9

If

the power failure is extended, cut off power supply to those appliances

which could create hazards in an unoccupied residence (assuming
evacuation becomes necessary) (Johnston).

Mr. Jones has some difficulty following these instructions because it is very da¡k and cold,
and the Christmas candle he is carrying does not throw much

light. He has only

one box

of table salt and no ethylene glycol or kerosene so he is unable to protect the pipes and
plumbing as is being recommended.

On retuming to the apartment Mr. and Mrs. Jones arrange sleeping bags and quilts on the

floor of the small living room and once everyone is settled their Siberian Husky curls up in
the middle of the

pile. They turn on the radio. The announcer is repeatedly warning people

against bringing gas barbecues into the house because of the certain risk of carbon dioxide
and ca¡bon monoxide poisoning. Further cautions are being issued concerning the danger

of accidental fres started by candles or fireplaces. Neighbo$ are being asked to check on
neighbors, and particularly on those who are elderly, sick and,/or those who live alone.
Residents with standby heating systems such as natural gas fireplaces and wood-burning
stoves, are being asked to give shelter to those without such resources.

Døy 2, 7:00 a.m, Mr. Jones turns on the radio. A representative from Manitoba Hydro
is being interviewed in order to explain the power failure and why service has not yet been

restored. The aþort is closed with numerous people stranded there45. Roads leading out

4_5 On

February 10, 1969, 6000 travellers became stranded for two days and nights at
Kemedy Airport as the ¡esult of a severe snowstorm. Group behavioi in this situation was
unlike that one would expect in a community disaster. The individuals in the airport "never
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of the City are blocked. Travel in the City is virtually impossible wirh only 4-wheel drive
vehicles moving on Portage Avenue. Transport tmcks are not able to enter the city.
Grocery and other stores a¡e closed. Orùy essential services, namely police, fire and
hospital are continuing to operate at reduced levels due to the impacts they are experiencing

from the power outages.

Happily the bathroom plumbing is unaffected by the power ouøge. Baby Jane needs a
fresh diaper. Everyone is hungry and Mrs. Jones and her mother make some sandwiches

from Mrs. Smith's well-stocked freezer. Mrs. Smith and her daughter put some big pots

of soup on the stove to cook. They realize food will be needed by the people moving into
the hallways of the apartment block.

As the hours pass the radio becomes a critical survival 1ink46. CBC has turned all

programming into an open line show. Anyone who has something of an emergency natue
to relate is asked to call the station. The announcers give advice and reassurance, provide
became a grou,p. There was no task that might unify them." "The assemblage became
passive, compliant, helpless, and without initiative'i with "salvation predicatéd on the
arrival of some technical authority." "ln the absence of external salvãtion, with the failure
of normal systems oforganization, it was not long before food dwindled and eamest
tlgardirg beg,an: food, paper cups, newspaper maitresses and finally floor space"
(Hammerschl ag and Astrachan).

This case study is insmtcdve in that it can help those responsible for emergency
preparedness anticipate what factors influence people's 6ehavior in varioui ciróumstances.
A perception of powerlessness and possible entrapment will produce symptoms of social
isolation no matter how close peoplè are physically. This beñavior is tle ôpposite of what
normal_ly h,appens in a commuiriry crisis ùhêre emêrgenr groups show incrËdible iniriative
and individual property typically becomes common þropeity @ynes).

46 In the setting_ described above, London's radio stations began their emergency
operations. All three operated on an "open line" basis. only ifraction of thðcdli could
ai¡ed. It is estimated that 25,000 calls we¡e received during the two days of the state of

emergenc-y. Transportation for urgent matters and issues related to heaith and safety
accounted for over half the calls (Singer).
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be

general information, Eansmit personal messages between people and relay messages from

institutions. They get mothers-to-be emergency Eansportation ro the hospital and respond
to other people in need of medical care.

Day 2, 12:00 noon An official from the Manitoba Telephone System is interviewed and
given an opportunity to suggest how people should use the telephone in order to prevent
overloading of the lines.

It is reported that the police and fue deparunents

had

joined forces late in the preceding day

to systematicâlly find and assist individuals who had either been stranded in elevators or
elsewhere, or who were in need of medical attention. While the police and

fre

departments

have interorganizational channels of communication, the radio is the only method for quick,

wide public contact. They use it to communicate information and to solicit help. To that
end they request that anyone with a four-wheel drive vehicle or a snowmobile call them at a
designated telephone number in order to turn such vehicles over for emergency use47.

Fi¡emen have been called to numerous fues throughout the

ciy'8

49.

47 h

the l,ondo¡ experience, "The Central Fire Station requested that private citizens with
emergency vehicles lend them to the city for the duration of the storm. The fnst catl to the
radio station was sufficient to besiege the fue station with offers ofhelp" (Singer).

48

The^supply of wate¡ would be maintained
for the City's water pumps.
49

as there are natu¡al gas back-up generators

_Þ tt e luty 13, 1977 New York power outage the \Vestchester County Office of Disaster
and Emergency Services encountered problemi with generators which did not function
immediately; difficulties with alerting ihe public; andãifficulties with doors to fue houses
which were electrically run and so wòuld not operate because of a lack of electric power
(Systems Control

Incj.
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Since virnrally all traffic has been stopped there has been no need to compensate for dre

lack of traffic control signals. The City Works and Operations departrnent is attempting to
clear the main arteries-Portage Avenue, Henderson Highway, Main Street and Pembina

Highway. In one of his messages to the citizens of Winnipeg the Mayor announces that the
snow-clearing operations required to clear the city will cost a great deal more than the
amounts budgeted for snow clearing for 199250.

The City Works and Operations Department is also in the process of identifying which

buildings have backup heating systems and is making arrangements with the tenants of
these buildings to have the most vulnerable members of the community move

in51. An

emergency headquarters with special telephone lines has been set up to receive calls from

people in seat need52.

Hospitals have been able to keep functioning because they have backup power. Surgery
has been cancelled. The hospital switchboard is jammed with catls and consequently

almost no calls are being made to or from the hospil¿53 54. Most admissions are related to

50 In the London experience the Mayor had difficulty contacting the radio station
because the telephone lines were all busy. Following the blizzard it was decided to
install a permanent 'hot line' between the Mayor's office and the radio station to

prevent such a recurrence (Singer).

51 Family members typically refuse to be separated in emergency situations and this fact
will affect any plans to separate particularly vulnerable individuals from their families.

52

Subse4uent to the July 13,1977 New York City power outage the Mayor's Office
rcceived 2,723 applications for emergency aid.

53 During

the.Juì y 13,1977 New York Power failure the city hospitals used emergency
until thê power was restored. hoblems were enc'ountered as follows: - "
switching proble-ms which inhibited the disriburion of available power; overheating of
generator units; failure to support important services such as X-rãy and laboratory;1ack of
refrigeration for food, blood6a¡ks, riorgue and specimen storagq elevators did irot have
back-up power; wall outlets failed; there was no power for an iniernal alarm system;
generatorÀ
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chills, hypothermia, dehydration and f¡ostbite. External information on new admissions is

virtually impossible to obtain. Staff who are working a¡ound the clock

a¡e reluctant to

discharge patients into the cold and the hospitals are rapidly getting overcrowded. Many

people are trying to get admitted simply because the hospital is warm. Food is becoming a

problem.

Day 2, 7:00 p,m, The family is finding itself very cramped in the small apafiment.
Julian is glad that he did not have to go out to deliver the paper by 7:00 a.m. Andrew
bemoans the party he was to attend that evening. Baby Jane is happy since she is getting
so much attention. Many people are now

"living" in the hallways and these people need

food and water as well as access to the bathroom. A camaraderie develops and ultimately
the door to the hallway is left open.

Døy 3 ,9:00 a,m. The radio announcer reports that food is becoming a real problem.
The 800 elderly who depend on Meals on Wheels have not received any meals for two

days. Emergency services staff have not yet been able to contact these individuals to
ensure they are being cared for somehow. Similarly, the 6000 people who normally

receive home ca¡e have not been contâcted. Concem is growing that these people are
experiencing real hardship and the¡e is no way to assess the extent of the problem. Most
people have been unable to cook for the last two days. People in unheated buildings have

telephone call director lights did not function; shortages offlashlights, batteries, linens,
disposables, sterile supplies, extension cords; f¡esh milk and watei; security; overburdened
emergency rooms; staffing shortages; and communication problems. Total costs associated
with the blackout were $1.5 M (Systems Control Inc.).

54 Communication problems in emergency situations generally often have less to do with
technical problems than with the innundation ofcalls which can exceed equipment capacity
(Kuban).
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no access to water and are becoming dehydratedS5. Those with alternate heating sources
are frequently running

low on fuel. Sewage is spilling into the rivers

as sewage treatment

plants have no back-up power.

An evacuation plan is being considered for implementation
passable and buses and trains can move again. People

will

as soon as the road become

be relocated to the

City of

Brandon, Ontario, Grand Forks, rural areas and even winterized cottages. A procedure for

prioritizing this evacuation is being developed. Additional sources of fuel for back-up
systems are being aranged.

Disfibution systems need to be developed to get the fuel

where it is needed.

Policemen and fuemen are working sixteen hour shifts. They are rapidly becoming
exhausted because there are no arangements to provide meals for them and no rest

a¡eas56, As well, they are concerned about the safety and well-being of their own families.

The City Works and Operations Departmenr is having great difficulry clearing the streets
because the workers and their equipment are so

cold. T¡ains are starting to move and

55 "Only wter

gan be regarded as essential for survival du¡ing the first few days of an
emergency. For infants it is a critical need within a few hours. One quart (40 ounces) of
safe water per person per day, and more ifpossible, must be available under all
circumstances" (Sackville).

56 During the July 13, 1977 New York power outage the New York Fire Departrnent
encountered problems of coordination of returning f,uemen to their stations; lãck of utilities,
rest areas and nourishment; injuries; recall of off-duty f,remen; hampered communications;
fuel _shortages due to electrical pump failures; equipment shortages; èhaotic traffic
conditions; and problems with water supply. Cbsis incuned wère $.5 M (Systems Conuol
Inc.).
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arangements have been made to have all the vacant passenger cars available in Canada
routed to Wi¡nipeg for evacuation purposes.

Døy 3,12:00

noon

The P¡emier declares the situation an Emergency and requests

assistance from Ottawa.

4.3 Summarv
Communities are known to be remarkably adaptive in the face of disaster. l,ocal citizens,
groups and organizations

will improvise in these circumstances. They

are able to do so

because disasters a¡e much less than total relátive to existing human and material resources

(Kreps). Residents of the City of Winnipeg have also demonstrated this capacity to adapt
in previous emergencies and especially during floods. They would do so in the event of a
power failure as well.

Nonetheless, the impacts of a loss of electric power in the City of Winnipeg would be

felt

physically, economically and socially, particularly when coupled with a natural hazard such
as a

major storm. Threats to life and health in this instance would clearly be reduced with a

quick and coordinated response aimed at identifying and assisting the most vul¡erable
groups. This includes those Eapped in elevators, the aged, the sick, the handicapped,
those whose first language is not English and those without a social safety net.

Economic impacts related to physical property damage will be significantly reduced

if

residents can be convinced to take timely precautiona¡y measues which, among other
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things, depends on the effectiveness of the emergency communications plan in motivating
residents to actions7.

Economic impacts on business and industry, including Manitoba Hydro, are likely to be
severe, regardless

of the existence ofan eme¡gency preparedness plan. Additional costs

associated with the delivery of emergency services during the crisis

will

be

significant. A

viable procedure for documenting all associated fi¡ancial costs as they are incurred

will

prove beneficial in the post-disaster phase when attempts are made to recover costs from
the federal govemment or elsewhere. As well, a coordinated, effective procedure for on-

going assessment during the crisis will ensure that Íesources are applied in as cost-effective
a manner as

possible. A lesson leamed from the London Ontario blizzard situation was that

a radio station is not equipped to allocate resources

effectively or efficiently.

Social impacts are not likely to be greatly affected by
the one hand social activities

will

¿m

emergency preparedness plan. On

be cancelled. On the other, research has shown that

strong bonding occurs during periods of crisis as people unite to face a common crisis.

This bonding cuts across normal "categories", with professional status and financial
position becoming irrelevant. In that sense, social impacts may well include positive
developments.
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During the 1950 flood those residents who followed instructions to flood rheir
basements before the flood waters arrived suffered less damage than those who could not
bring themselves to do so and who subsequently had the sewèr back up into rheir
basements (Young).
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Chapter

5

INTEGRATED EMERGENCY PREPA,REDNESS: TOWARD A PLANNING
FRAMEWORK

5.1 Preamble
Emergency preparedness is difficult to conceptualize, to describe and to explain. The
purpose of a conceptual framework is to formulate problems as well as methods to ¡esolve

them. As such, it is

a useful

tool for understanding the nature of emergency preparedness.

It can be helpful in establishing priorities

and coordinating research agendas, thus leading

to improved policies and sEategies for safeguarding lives and property. In order to develop
a conceptual framework

it is necessary to recognize what reality is, and to select and

identify those bits of reality which are signifrcant and relevanr (Gelrnan).

This chapter develops an emergency preparedness planning framework in the context of an
integrated emergency management approach.

5.2 Concentualizing Intesrated Emergency Management and Ptanning
Integrated emergency management and planning is the process of developing and
implementing policies concemed with the four phases of an emergency situation. These
four phases are: mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery. Each is described more

fully below.
1

.

"Mitigation--Deciding what to do whe¡e a risk to the health, safety, and
welfare of society has been determined to exist; and implementing arisk
reduction program" (Petak). It includes such things as building codes,
disaster insurance, risk mapping and safety codes;
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2.

''Preparedness--Developing a response plan and training fust responders to
save lives and reduce disaster damage, including the identification of critical

resources and the development of necessary agteements among responding
agencies, both within the jurisdiction and with other jurisdicrions" (Petak).

This includes emergency operation plans, waming systems, an eme¡gency
operating cenEe, emergency communications, emergency public

information, and training exercises;
"Response--Providing emergency aid and assistance, reducing the

probability of secondary damage, and minimizing problems for recovery
operations" (Petak). This includes implementing the emergency plan,
issuing emergency instructions to the public, emergency medical assistance,
reception and care, shelter and evacuation;
"Recovery--Providing immediate support during the early recovery period
necessary to retum vital

life suppoft systems to minimum operation levels,

and continuing to provide suppon until the cornmunity retums to normal"

(Petak). This phase includes clearing debris, providing temporary housing
and

facility restoration.

Integrated emergency management involves planning and preparing fo¡ disasters generally,
rather than for specific hazards. It adopts a functional approach rather than one involving
detailed operational plans, and assumes the need for an inter-organizational response,
recognizing that no one agency can respond to all dema¡rds for service at the onset of a
disaster o¡ during a disaster.
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Within the framework of integrated emergency management, development of an emergency
preparednesssS 59plan for a particular hazard must be considered in the context of all other

identified hazards. While disasters differ in many respects, including frequency,
predictability, length of forewaming, speed of onset, controllability, magnitude, scope,
du¡ation, and potential for destruction, regardless ofthe th¡eat, what is initially of primary

imporønce is that people understand, believe and respond to waming messages and
instructions (Ifueps). This approach recognizes that all emergency situations cannot be
anticipated in advance, and that where necessary, specific provisions can be developed to
accommodate unique hazards. This type of a response pattem is inherently more flexible
and adaptive than the hazard-specific model.

For these reasons then, it would be inappropriate to develop an emergency preparedness
plan specifically to mitigate the impact of a disruption of electric power in the City of

Winnipeg. Rather,

a generic plan

which evaluates the possible impacts of

a

power

disruption in the context ofother identifred local haza¡ds such as floods, tomadoes and icestorms would be mo¡e useful.

58 " 'emergency preparedness'

means a readiness for emergencies and disasters and
includes theplann-ing, training, exe¡cises and education necéssa¡y or designed to achieve a
state of readiness for emergencies" (Manitoba: The Emergenc]¡ Measures-Act).

59 " 'disaster'means
(a) the loss of
91

a calamity,_however caused, which has resulted in or may result in
life; or (b) serious harm or damage to the safery, health or welfarê of people;

(c) wide-spread damage to property or rhe en:vironment" @ianitoba: The Emergencv^

Measures Act).
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5.3 The Emersencv Prenare¡lness Pløn

a)

The Framework

The process of emergency preparedness includes hazard analysis, capability assessment,
maintenance and planning. These functions are described in Figure 3 below.

FIGURE

3

AN EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS FRAMEWORK6O

HA.ZARD ANALYSIS:

At this stage hazards are identifTed, priorized
the risk and sociâl valuation6l of each is

and

estimated. Decisions are made concerning the
control and/or mitigation of their consequences.
It requires knowledge of the community, its areas
and resources at risk, the potential impact,
number of people, property values,
communication systems, transportation, food
supply ând other systems' vulnerability to
disruption.

ASSESSMENT

This step involves inventorying the community

resources available for actual emergencies. It
includes an evaluation of the emerglncy measures
organization; the emergency operations' planning;
resource management; direction and control;
emergency communications; alerting and warninq
systems; emergency public information; continuitv
of government; shelter protection; evacuation;
protective measures; emergency support services;
emergency reporting; transportation and dri s,
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Soutce:

Mclaughlin and Kasperson & Pijawaka.

61 social evaluation of

haz ards is complicated because "...no simple relationship exists
between scientific estimates of risk and public response to it" (Kaiperson & pijajwka).
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b) Criteria for Emergency Preparedness Plans
Researchers in the a¡ea of disaster and emergency preparedness have identified c¡iteria
assessing the

for

viability of emergency preparedness plans. They are conveniently discussed

under the following broad categories:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the emergency preparedness process.
leadership;
assessment;

communicationsandinformationdissemination;
command posts and interorganization coordination; and,

1, The emergency oreparedness process
Emergency preparedness is ffeated as a process rather than a d.ocument. plans a¡e
tested regularly, then reviewed and revised as necessary. The process involves
assessing hazards, training, formulating memoranda of understanding, educating the

public, sharing information, establishing informal linkages berween involved groups,
identifying future hazards, developing organization disaster plans and integrating
them with community emergency plans (Parr). (See Appendix A:

Liability

Assessment.)

A generic rather than an agent-specific approach allows for the mobilization ofa
broader base for disaster planning, avoiding duplication and gaps while increasing the

effectiveness of the response. Plans should be streamlined rather than very detailed

fo¡

a number

of reasons. First of all, it is not possible to plan for every contingency.

Secondly, situations change constantly and specifics are soon out of date. Third,
"too many details leave the impression that everything is of equal importa¡ce and that
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is clearly not the case". Fourth, very complex plans tend to intimidate potential users
and

will

be ignored (Kreps) and frnally, a generic approach is mo¡e cost-effective

than an agent specific approach.

Plans which anticipate actual problems help to ensure appropriate responses which
a¡e known to be even more important than quick responses. To that end, effective

plans use the best scientific knowledge available and are grounded in as wide a range

of disasters

as

possible. It is best premised on what is likely to happen

and on how

people actually behave under stress, rather than on assumptions that people

will

change their behavio¡ to accommodate disaster plans.

2. Leadership
The goal of emergency management is coordination rather than command and confol.
The public administrator cha¡ged with emergency management must understand the

total system, be able to organize the efforts of various professionals and volunteers
effectively, give directions compatible with the needs of others in the system and
understandable to them, juggle authority relationships, and manage conflict while

showing clear leadership. He/she knows "who is responsible, who is accountable,
who pays, who controls", and who has legal authority versus perceived

responsibility (Petak).

Disasters are qualitatively different ÍÌom minor emergencies and organizations have to

relate to different groups quickly, relinquishing some auronomy, applying different
performance standards, and operating more closely with the community while being
impacted themselves (Quatantelli). All ¡elevant sectors of the community including
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volunteer groups must be involved in emergency preparedness planning and their
activities integrated into the plan.

3. Assessment
A viable emergency preparedness plan ensures that an individual or organization has
been charged with responsibility for on-going assessment

of the situation to find out

what the ove¡all emergency is and what it means. The assessment is based on
knowledge of the needs of special populations including the handicapped, the aged
and those whose

frst

language is not English. An inventory is taken of existing

resources such as food and fuel; people convergence (at hospitals for example) is

controlled; volunteers are used effectively; and they and other workers are transpofied
and fed.

The ongoing assessment ensures that tasks requiring an immediate response such as
search and rescue are identified and undertaken and that record-keeping procedures
are followed to facilitate later possible reimbu¡sement of costs incurred and to provide

ar important public service in ensuring an accounting of what happened, what was
needed and what was done (Quarantelli; Kreps).

4. Communications

and information dissemination

A process facilitating emergency communications and info¡mation dissemination must
be in place. (See Appendix B: Media Disaster Plan.)

A given situation may

necessitate alternate means of communications (such as ham radio operators

for

example). The plan will ensure that the content of messages being delivered is
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accurate and that information is properly cleared, in order to avoid confusion and the

problems associated with misinformation.

An effective communications policy is structu¡ed on lnowledge of how people
behave in an emergency situation. For example,

it

is known that people do not panic

in the face of an emergency, but rather take action to protect themselves. Since
people can be assumed to behave rationally, information should be disseminated as

fully and quickly

as possible (Kreps).

It is further known that "the most effective disaster reporting occurs when one wellknown and credible person does most of the disaster broadcasting and that person is
not changed during the regular broadcast period. If a person of lesser stature is put
on the air, his or her reports are perceived as less credible.

If

changes are made

constantly, authority tends to slip away significantly from what is being said"
(Scanlon).

5. Command

posts and interorganization coordination

Control centres ensure coordination of communication, agency contacts and matedal
resources (Kuban). They facilitate communicarions and information dissemination

a¡d ensure that resources are a-llocated fairly and effectively. They are also logically
charged

with initiating

made easier

ff

if

record keeping procedures.

All

of these functions will be

emergency preparedness pattems everyday organizational structures.

the police deparúnent, the fire department, public works, and emergency

management units routinely interact, their capacity to respondjointly to a disaster
be much greater than

if

will

they have not established such a working relationship. Vague
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jurisdictional boundaries which a¡e tolerable in normal times will quickly become
intolerable in a crisis (Kuban).

5.4 The Role of Government

a)

General Discussion

The¡e are snong disincentives to comprehensive emergency management. Policy makers

view emergency management as a relatively low priority since probabilities of occurrence
are often low; the investment of staff time and financial resources may seem

disproportionate to beneflrts; hazard problems are complex and ¡iddled with uncertainty and
so

difficult to conceptualize; technical and administrative capacities may be inadequate; and

finally, intergovemmental and interorganizational relations

are often uncoordinated and

characterized by disrust and conflict.

Nonetheless, the primary function of any govemment is to protect the lives and property

of

its people and overlapping levels of government are responsible for the formulation,
adoption, implementation and evaluation of policy issues pertaining to emergency
preparedness. These include:

.
2.
i

establishing the roles between different levels of govemment;
determining the degree of emphasis to be placed on control and mitigation
versus response functions;

3.

determining how much of the cost of a disaster should be bome by
govemment and how much by individuals;

4.
5.

determining how best the govemment can provide aid and assistance;
determining how intergovemmental and inteldepartmental capacities can be
optimized;
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6.

determining what ¡esearch would lead to better control of and response to
haz ards; and

1

determining how the public can best be educated about hazards (Clary).

Table 7 below shows the relationship between the four stages of disaster, the three levels of
govemment and responsibility for the development of emergency management policies.
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TABLE

6

THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT POLICY PROCESS62
MITIGATION PREPAREDNES

S

RES PON SE

RECOVERY

FORMULATION

--- EPC6 3
--. EMO64

---

CITY

ADOPTION

-....

EPC

EMO
City

IMPLEMENTATION

..-..
---

EPC

EMO
CITY

EVÀLUATION

-----

EPC

EMO
City

62 Soutce: Mushkatel & V/eschler

63 gpC (Emergency Preparedness Canada) is the national coordinating unit for
emergency preparedness.
64

SN4O @mergency Measures Canada) is the provincial coordinating unit
emergency preparedness plannin g.
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for

b)

The Manitoba Situation

Legislation goveming emergency management in Canada and in Manitoba is summarized

Figure 5 below.

FIGURE

4

GOVERNMENT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
& PREPAREDNESS L
TION
Government
Federal

Legislation

The Emergencv Preoaredness Acf, Äpril
The Emergencies Act, July 21,

Provincial

27,1988.

1988,

July 17, 1987.
The Manifoba Hvdro Act, 1987

oIC

580/88

The Emergency Measures Organization @MO) is the provincial coordinating body

for

emergency preparedness planning, and Emergency heparedness Canada (EPC) is the

national coo¡dinating unit fo¡ emergency preparedness. Previously attached to the
Department of National Defence, as a civilian agency, on October 1, 1988 EPC was
established as a separate branch of the public service under the Emergencv Preparedness

Act Canada. It is headed by

a¡r

Executive Director who reports to the Federal Minister

responsible for emergency preparedness. Its mandate is to develop policies and programs

for achieving an "appropriate" level of national preparedness and to otherwise encorrrage
and support provincial and local emergency preparedness efforts.
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i¡

Under the Emergency Measures Act the provincial minister65 may enter into agreements

with any other governmental j urisdictions regarding emergency preparedness plans, and
may make payments required to develop or implement emergency preparedness plans.

In the event
that a state of emergency exists by reason of any actual or apprehended
damage to, destruction, failure, or breakdown of, any works, any
wastage of power, power demand in excess of power resou¡ces' or any

other matters restricting, or which may restrict the delivery of power,
Her Majesry may, by proclamation issued by the Lieutenant Govemor
pursuant to order of the Lieutenant Govemor in Council, declare a state

of emergency.... [Man{obal-{vdro Act Section 47(1)]

A state of emergency is declared in o¡der to allow the government to take extraordinary
measures, including the temporary cessarion of individual rights, to empower technical
responders to do what they have to do (Huebert, 1991) Should a power disruption occur,
the minister has the authority to

allocate and distribute power, establish preferences and priorities
between different users, and classes of users, of power, and intemrpt or
decrease delivery of power under any contract; and,,.regulate, restrict,

prohibit, and control, the generation, transformation, transmission,

65 " 'ministe¡'

means the member of the Executive Council charged by the Lieutenant
Govemor in Council with the administration of this Act" (Emergencv ivleasures Act).
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disribution, supply and use ofpower; in order to effect what is, in the
opinion of the boa¡d, the most economical, efficient, and equitable use
and distribution of power.
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Chapter

6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The integrated emergency preparedness plan outlined in Chapter 5 demands suff,rcient
resources for its successful achievement. Given its historical roots and the current fiscal

environment, it is not surprising that EMO has tended to follow the military command and

contol model. It

has to date put considerable emphasis on the development

of a written

document outlining sructural and organizational responsibiüties and procedures and
addressing only the contingencies perceived as most

likely.

These contingencies are

floods, forest fires, dangerous goods spills, severe weather, health and radiological
emergencies. The plan does not follow the model of an integrated, interdepartmental,
cross-organizational net-working of emergency preparedness arrangements. It does not
consider a broad range of hazards, establish a functional process for add¡essing them, nor
does it foster the dynamic working relationships among different departments and

organizations necessary to an integrated management approach. It does not conside¡ the

role of volunteer groups, emergent groups or other existing support systems. The cur¡ent
suucture builds bar¡iers rather than relationships.

As noted in the f,rrst chapter of this practicum, Manitoba has not undertaken any studies or
developed any emergency preparedness plans relating to the possibilities of a disruption of

hydro-electric power. The likelihood of

a

power disruption is considered remote, and the

human and financial resou¡ces available for the task are very constrained. Funding

for

emergency preparedness projects including research was slashed earlier this year when the

federal government eliminated its JEPP (Joint Emergency preparedness program) grants.

Formerly funded at $65 million annually, JEPP comprised 35Zo of EpC,s budget and was
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a means

for the Federal Govemment to contribute to regional projects \ryhich enhanced the

national capacity to respond to emergencies. For 1989-90 Manitoba received $552,400 in
JEPP funding.

Emergency preparedness training, a prerequisite to effective emergency preparedness, is
inadequate. The national training centre in Amprior cannot meet requests for training
(Canada. Report to Parliament) and ail training courses offered in-province are filled to
capacity.

It is clear that govemment departrnents and agencies would be inadequate to provide for
the needs of 600,000 residents in the event of a power disruption in the City of Winnipeg.

To a very large extent these 600,000 people would be forced to solve their own problems
by relying on their own ingenuity and whatever physical resources remained. In doing so
they would restructure their relationships with each other,

deveþ

new patterns

of

decision-making and interact in quite different ways than they normally would. There is
reason to believe that many residents would manage relatively well.

The severity of the impacts felt could, however, be mitigated by an integrated emergency
preparedness plan such as that desc¡ibed in chapter

5. For example, conceming

the

frst

levels of consequence, injury a¡rd death, a coordinated and timely effort to protect the most
vulnerable groups would reduce the suffering and potential loss of life incurred. This
includes those whose fi¡st language is not English, the aged, the handicapped and those

without family or social nets.
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No obvious leader merged during the hypothetical scenario. This may very well reflect the

curent state of transition from the now rescinded war Measures Act and the Emergenc],
Planning Order, 1805-1981, to the Emergencies Act and the Emergenc]¡ preparedness Act.
The system has not yet adapted to recognize the new legislation and the new view

of

emergency preparedness in which planning and operating are coordinated but treated as
separate but complementa¡y roles

(I{uebert). Srong leadership and coordination in concert

with emergency preparedness plans might have considerably reduced the suffering of
those who were without water and edible food, or wannth, by identifying and helping them

more quickly.

Physical damage would be signifrcantly reduced if individuals could be persuaded to take
measures such as those described earlier to protect their homes. people decide whether
danger exists by using past experience ("the power has never stayed out for more than a

few hours"), direct perceptions ("the storm looks like it may be letting up"), perceprions of
how others are responding ("I don't see the Gi]lespie's across the street moving out',), and
what people who are significant to them on a daily basis say ("BiIl thinks we should d¡ain
the pipes") (Dynes). Funhe¡ to these considerations, the instructions given must be

realistic to be of use. For example, in the case of protecting plumbing from freezing one
must ask how many people keep a supply of ethylene glycol or kerosene in thei¡ homes
and

how useful are the instructions provided if most people are not able to follow them? More
appropdate instructions would discuss the use of windshield washer fluid, alcohol and
even cooking

oil

as alternatives to kerosene or ethylene

glycol or kerosene. How

effectively the instructions are communicated depends on the existence of a media disaster
plan such as that outlined in Appendix B, and the knowledge that some people will have
more credibility than others in giving homeowners instructions.
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Immediate and on-going assessment of the situation unde¡ the circumstances desc¡ibed

would likely be problematic for a number of reasons. It is known that previous experience

with disaster results in

a more

rapid assessment. It is further known that community stress

is increased when events are of sudden impact, unanticipated and with no opporfunity to
prepare for them. It is likely then, that in the scenario described assessment would be
inadequate since no specific or generic plans exist for such assessment and there has been
no local previous experience with an extended power outage. where assessment is

difficult

other groups emerge and initiate action since it is unclear whether existing organizations can

cope. They also emerge where there is lack of information about the scope of the disaster
and lack of coordination and control in dealing with obvious needs. The¡e a¡e new tasks

needing attention and new groups emerge to undertake them. This can lead to an overall
lack of coordination of the disaster effort. while collecting information is a less obvious
need than search and rescue,

if neglected initially it will become more problematic later in

the process (Dynes; Kuba¡)66.

The existing model is no longer appropriate to today's environment. "The structure and
management practices of many emergency response organizations is traditionally based on
the military model. These organizations operate in the belief that emergency response is
best carried out under the di¡ect and rigid control of one commander. This style

is "totally

inappropriate in disasters" (Kuban). Based on the past thirty years of disaster ¡esearch and
experience there is reason to believe that an integrated emergency preparedness approach

66 A¡ example of the potential problems which can arise fiom poor inter-govemmental
coordination, exacerbated by inadequate record keeping, is the Érovince of'Manitoba's
expenence ln trying to recover costs associated with the 1989 forest fires from the Federal
Government. As ofJuly, 1991, no funds have been received (Billinkoffl.
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would enhance the potential capabilities of even limited resources. In o¡der to assess this
potential, existing plans could be evaluated against criteria measuring the effectiveness of
preparedness plans. These are:

1.
2.

efficient mobiÌization ofpersonnel and resources;
adequate processing of information in and between organizations and timely

communication to and from the public;

3.

effective exercise of authority and decision-making, and resolution of

conflicts over goals, tactics and resources;

4.
5.

development of coo¡dination rather than control; and
effective interfacing with regional and national govemment units when
needed (Quarantelli; Kreps).

The 1989 forest

fre situation in Manitoba would provide

a good case study lDepaftment

of

Narural Resources Report - 1990). supplemented by the scenario described in this
practicum, as well as numerous other possible emergency situations, it will be possible
to
assess and compare the effectiveness

ofthe existing model with the proposed integrated

emergency preparedness model. Based on the results of this assessment, and cognizant of
the recent separation ofplanning and operating functions, emergency preparedness

planners could begin to modify existing plans to rake advanrage of the stengths of the
integrated emergency preparednes s approach.

In conclusion, it is recommended that the province adopt an integrated emergency
preparedness models such as that described in this document. It must be recognized
that
successful implementation of such a model
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will only

be possible

with the full support of

senior management. This support must include adequate budgetary allocations. The
management process

will

be greatly enhanced

if it is based on the planning model

already

¡ecommended by the Department of Finance. This includes a long-term strategic plan, a
three to five-year mid+erm plan, annual operational plans and quanerly variance analyses.
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APPENDIX

LIABILITY

Á.

ASSESSMENT

Analyzing and evaluating long-term planning options leading to the mitigation of
insurance/disaster relief policy options is an important aspect of emergency preparedness.

It is one example of hazard analysis in which the potentiai financial impact of

a disaster

is

assessed. Policy decisions must ultimately answer the following questions:

1.

how much relief will be provided in grants, how much in loans, and how
much will the individual have to absorb;

2.
3.
4.
5.

what are the eligibility requirements;
who has the authority to apply for aid and what is the information required;
at what interest rates the loans

be charged;

what is the relationship between insurance and disaster relief (Kunreuther
and

6.

will

Miller);

whether procedures have been implemented to collect and record disasterrelated information to provide a financial assessment of the damages;

7

.

how the bills will be assembled and the claims audited; what will be the
provincial and federal budget and accounting processes for authorizing
payment of claims?

For purposes of conceptualizing these policy questions they are described below in Table

7.
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TA.BLE 7

INSURANCE/DISASTER RELIEF TRADE.OFF

CONCERNS

RESIDENT

Pre Disaster

. Insurance premiums
- Chances of a disaster
. Potential losses from
a disâsler

Post-Disaster
- Actual Losses

-

of Funds
+ savings
+ insurance claims

Sources

disaster assistance
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S

INSURANC T MANITOBA
INDUS TRY
HYDRO

GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES:
LOCAL/PROV/
/FED

APPENDIX B

MEDIA DISASTER PLAN
The media can assist in pre-disaster education, provide information and advice to victims,
help activate local disaster response and assist in stimulating disaster relief. To that end,
emergency preparedness involves developing a media relations disaster

pla¡. This includes

the following steps:

1.

determining what media exist, i.e., newspaper, radio, television, and what
they can do;

2.

assessing their potential to su¡vive a disaster and their access to emergency

power;

3.

developing a media disaster plan cooperatively with the media to ensure
their continued operation;

4.
5.
ó.
7.

identifying who can implement the plan;
testing the plan with the media;

jointly evaluating

and revising the plan, based on the tests conducted;

publicizing the plan's existence to all those involved in disaster response;
and,

8.

constantly revising the plan as circumstances chânge (Scanlon, Alld¡ed,

Farrell, Prawzick).
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